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PREFACE

The development of more vocationally mature attitudes

educationally disadvantaged adolescents who participated in model

mocationalihrograms was identified in this study. Ruralstudents

who participated in well implemented vocational e'ducation.programs

designed to meet theif special educational needs were found to have'

more positiVe concepts of themselveS as students and toexpress tore,

favorable attitudes toward teachers'and toward social interactions

in school than did their disadvantaged counterparts enrolled in

\
nonvocational.curricula. The disadvantaged vocational\group also

7

had more intrinsically motivated work values and indicated more

growth in attitudes toward career maturity than did subjects from

the disa,Jvantaged nonvocational comparigon group. Furthermore,

the disadvantaged voCational students expressed more positive

attitudes toward vocational education than did nondisadVantagee

students from regular voCational programs.

This investigation, by necessity of time was quasi

experimental in nature since the subjects could not be randomly

assigned to participate in,either of the three study programs. At

the initiation bf the research, subjects in all three groups were

already comndtted Co their high school program of studies. Though

every effortyas mak to-find .An equivalent.sample of disadvantaged

students not enrolfed in VOcationar programs and Co locate a typical

-

sample of vocational students,from nondisadvantaged backgrounds to

,compare with the disadvantaged vocational subjects, the'results o

-

ft
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the study should be considered descriptive, rather than causal in

nature. Nevertheless, thd consistent patterns of differences in

attitudesc,found among the three groups.do appear to support the

hypothesis that,disadvantaged youth from model vocational programs

are more-like nondisadvantaged youth in growth toward vocational

maturity than are-their disadvantaged counterparts with no vocatio, nal

training.

Data in this study appear to wartant further investigation where

the influence 9f special vocati.onal needs programs for disadvantaged

4, can be studied longitudinally. Is there ,a1 relationship between

more attftude development and growth in coinitive understandings

and performance skills in theSe students? What positive carry7over

of these prevocational attitudes are observed by employera when

students froM the model vocational programs enter the'world of work?

Grateful acknowledgments for the assistance ol personnel in

the Vocational Education Division of-the Mississippi State Department

of Ed6cation and the Research and Curriculum Unit for Vocational

and Technical Educationof Mississippi .State University in planning

and implementing the study must be made. 'PartiCularly, the counsel

and support of Hargd McMinn and W.T..Taylor, State Director'for

-Vocational PrOgramVor the DiSadvantaged, was very helpful. James

F. Shill and Edward L. ThoMas were alsolrne'lPfUl as resource
. .

petions and,in general support. Apprecia4On4VaiSo expressed to

Marion T. Kilbane and tpe Cleveland (Ohio)-Public School Systemel/o:
,

of the Survey of Pupil Opinion, an instrument utilized in the

1,1(
studY.
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I. 'INTRODUCTION

.How successful are existing exemplary vocational programs in

fostering attitudes associated wi.th the development of vocational

'Maturity among ruralAisadvantaged youth-in Mississippi?

Since 1968 over 300 programs have been designated,by the

Misaiisiplpi State Division of Vocational Education to train severely

.educationally aeprived youth in semiskilled reas so that they can

secure and-rebponsibly maintain a,job after completion oftheir fiigh

school studies. Funding for ihe vocatiOnaI programs for disadvantagea..

1
students in Miasissippi has largely been provided by the-Federal

GovernMent under provision of the Vocational. Education Amendments
,

of

1968. that legislat n,directions were given to state voCational,

education

.r

allocated

Mentally

caps that

programs

0.
program planners 'to devote not less,than 15 percent of the

fundsto educate persons not physically handicapped or
,

(

retarded,.who have academic, socioeconomic, or othey-handi-

prevent them from Succeeding in regular vocatbnal education

(Federal ReOster, 1970).

A\
This study was developed primarily to determine selether the

school and work rented attitudes of such students enrolled in model

programs for training disadvantaged differed significanty from those of
-;0

their counterparts whb had no opportunity to particiPate in mocational'

edutation progrAs. Another goal of the-study was to compare .the

affective characteristics of disadvantaged students from the.exemplary

vocational programs with those of nondisadvantaged stUdents in regular

programs in vocational educatiOn.,

.1 1. '

,41
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Since curricula f.or disadyantaged,were widely divergent in.

11'development and,implementation in MrsSissippi, it was decided to study

the affective responses of students from'Model'p-rograms only. PrOgrams

from which subjects,were taken were termed "model" since they were

recognized as having developed a quality curriculum model by the state

supervisoT for disadvantaged programs. Four separate programs for

training the disadvantaged located in different geographical rural

regtons of the State of Mississippi were recommended as having made

noteworthy progress in meeting the educational needs of their student,

constituents: Students who were studying in these programs comprised

thesample of disadvantaged vocational subjects. ,

To characterize the rural disadvantaged students more effectively,

two comparison.groups of subjectg hiving similar 'age ranges (15-19)

were also studied. The first consisted of a group Of disadvantaged

students who were not enrolled in.vocational educatioh programs and

,were considered 1y their counselors to be educationally unable-to

complete regular stUdies in that area without sUppOrtive help. The

second comparison group was composedtrof nondisadvantage& students

aking regulAr vocational education classes in two of the same voca

tional centers recognized fon having exemplary programs of vocational

education for disadvantaged.

Though data from this study must be Considered descriptivp, it

was.conceptualized that, if the supportLve, developmental oriented'

curricula in the exemplary programs were successful in accomplishing,

heir goals, the disadvantaged vocational students should express

similar attitudes associated,with Career maturity to those expressed

12
2
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"40
by the regular vocational students.,. Concuriently,,their attitudes

in these same areas would diverge more broadly from,those of their

dilsadvantaged counterparts who had not had the,advantage 9f-the

gupportive services provided by the quality programs in Vocational,

education.

4
TheyrOblem,

The major ,purpose of this investigation was to study the self in

school perceptions, school related, attitudes, career maturity attitudea,

and work values of disadvantaged'high sChool students enrolled in

model vocational education programs in Mississippi as.compared to

iimilar traits for disadvantaged students not Tolled in vocational

prograus and nondiaadvantaged vocational students.

Specifically,'the objectives of"this study were stated as f011ows:
.r

1. To determine how well vocattonal education=0OgramSlwete
t,

accepted by disadvantaged students in the_modei Prcigrams.

2. To compare responses for groups of high,schpol Age students

termed, disadvantaged vocational, disadvantaged nonvocational

and nondisadVantaged vocational on the following-affective.

measures:

A. Self concept as a student.

B. Attitudes toward, school.

C. Work values serving as motivators for future work.

D. Attitudeg associated with career maturity.

3. To assess the relationship of the selected personal charac-

teristics and attitudes to the disadvantaged students' progress

in vocational edncation programs as determined by instructor

13
3



ratings.
4

4. To discover what inner-relationships existed among thei1011owing

i

variables as respective predictors of career maturity attitudes,

Attitudes toward vocational programs and attitudes toward self

:qo

,and school when the respective dependent variable was held

xamstant:

'A. Age

SeX,

C. Tenure of study in program

D. WorlCvalues

E. Self in scho61

F. ,School related attitudes

G. Career maturity attitudes

H. Attitudes tOward vocational programs

I: Instructor evaluation of students' potential

5. To..describe the characteristic profile ogdisadvantaged voca-
,

tionai education students in terms of attitudes associated

with positiire career development.

Hypotheses

The following reseArch questions were studied. Tliey are grouped

according to the specific objectives formulated for the study.

Acceptance of Vocational Education Pro,grams

1. How many of the disa taged vocational students:

_a. ,liked theirvocattanal,classes better-thanutheir-other-

school work?

b. thOught that they were learning some Ocills and information

4
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*
that would help them to get a job.in the future?.

c. pianned to finish their courSe of stuley and graduate from

high school?

d. would recommend that one of their/friends take the same

ional training program in flich they were enrolled?

e. were pleased that they enrolled in their present voca-

tional program.of study instead of taking regular school

A

2. How did the'overall attitude of the disadvantaged vocational

,/

group toward voLational ,classes as measured by the Attitudes

Toward Vocational Inventory compare with that of a norm group

of ncIndisadvantaged 'irocational students?

11/

Comparison oftIV4Studente Characteristics With Other Groups

3. What differenceS, if any, exist among means for the disadvan-
.:

work?

taged vocatiOal, disadvantaged nonvocational and nondisadvan-
S

taged vocational groups of'students on each of the following'

measures considered univariate variables:

a. attitudes toward school and self, teacher relationships

and school-social participation and total school experience

as measured,by the Survey of Pupil Opinion (SURPO)?

b. fifteen work values assessed by Work Value Inventocy (WVI)?

c. career.maturity attitudes as inventoried by the Career

Maturity Inventory. (CMI/A) ?
r--

4. Which of the 20 subscales measured by the SURPO, WVI and CMI/A

are significant predictors of group differences in the attitudes

of the disadvantaged vocational, disadvantaged nonvocational-and

5



.

nondisadvantaged vocational.groups of students tri a multi-
..

variate st
,4-

5. -What is th

^ ,

of group differences?

most effective.set'of predictors which differentiate

among the three major,groups.of silbjects when' subscales of eaCh

4 .

of the following instrument afe used as, sepailate predigebr

sets:
0

a. Work Value Inyentory

b. Sury_e/ of Pupil Opinlpn''
1-

6. How influential arethe vitrip es of race and sex in inter- '

acting with attitudinal measures.in discriminating among the

three groups?,
,

Personal.CharActeristies Related to Student Rrogress

7. What combination of the variables of

Program, attitudes toward vocational

sex, tenure in

tion, attitudes

toward self in.school,teacher perceptions, social perceptions,

,

work values and career maturity attitudes were significantly
,. ,

. .
.

,
. .

related to the ins4t6Nctors' ratings of the disadvantaged

studerits' progresi in model vocational programs?
,

Inner-Relationships AmonR Attitudinal Measures

8. How significant were the variables of ge, sex,-tenure of

study in prograth, work values, attitudes measured by the Survey

of Pupil Opinion, career maturity attitudes, attitudes toward

votational_pxograms_a d_insttuctorevaluations_of_atudent___

ptogress-as predictor's of the following characteristics for,

disadvantaged vocational students when the respective dependent

16



variable was held constant: s
I.

a. career mit7ity 4titudes_(QMIJA)?

b. self in school attitudes (SURPO) ?

c. attituaesjtoward vocational-education programs (ATVI)7

9. When the 22 attitudinal. measures assessed by .the WVI,'SURPO,
-

ATVI, CMI/A and. IgSP instiuments Are considered factOrially a
0

a'composite variable, what characteristic profile of personal.

traits-emerges. tO.describe the overall attitudes of disadvan-

;',
\

tagfd vocational stddents?

Theoretical Assumptions

Three.theoretical assumptiOns upon which the Taiionale of this

study was based warrant discussion. They are as.folIows:

1. In.disadvantaged adolescents attitudes associated with cdreer

-maturity interact with work values'and Attitudes toward self,

vocational education and school, in general.

'2. Students' functional self., as perceived in the sOcial inter-

actions of the schOol setting, has more relevance in vocational

contexts:than other dimensionS ofself that might be consid-

ered.

3% AffeCtiye behaviOrs of rural disadvantaged students of high

school age Can.be'positively modified by intervention with

well planned programs in vocational education.

This study was StructUred on the basic premise that attitudes

'which students hold toward themselves, their school work, vocational

training and the work valUes are correlated with their groWth toward

wocational maturity. Westbrooe(1970),supported this assumption in

1 7
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the first phase of his paradymn for describing the vocationA adjust-
,

ment process. He proposed that readiness for job tr.aining vulL§, re-
., d

quired before students could profitably enteY job.training. Ti
"*.

readiness included the practicing of effective work habits and the

poss4s-siiin of positive attitudes toward the world of work:by pre:
-

-.1.roc44 students..4ge

In suppozt thid need for vocational readiness, yeirYman'(1972)

Also conceptualized the acquisition of values, abilities_(,411.6,

included attitudds:and behaviors as well'as.skills and knowledge) ,

and.motivation to cOntribute tocthe growth of individuals andjtheir
, I . . . . 1

life style as'significant assets in the develOpment of,careet

':-maturity. He-defined career education as the aAgregation of 'processes
9 . ,

by which an-individual acquires' and develops these affective measured.
. . .

. .
Y.,.

,J, liks testimony to the Uniteo StateS SenatemSefeCt Committee on.
- -

' Equal Educational OpportUnity, Edingtbn (1971),repoiled that tbe

.'"Zeducational and occupational aspirations of fural stbdents ap6ear'to

be negatively affected by their low economic status. He further

.characterized the rural Aisadvantaged-yoa h as possessing attitudes

ihich blocked'their Orogreas in career opment Such as-loweelf-

esteem, feelings of helPlessness in the face of.seemingly unconquerable

harfdicapeand the impojidished confidence in the value of education'

a

,

as an answer to their problems.

.The lack of mOtivation fOr educational processes involved-41'

seeking- deLayed-goala!is characteristic o'f_indiyiduals whoj*anklow

on the"intrinsic dimensions of the motivation. scale. Crew, et 'al., ,..

(1966) also emphasiZed the overlyitl influence Of exthnsic motiliators
,

.0

8



,

in-the education of disadvantaged children-. Weisman (4.973) evelopedr .

a rationale for relating the socioeconomic status of workers to their

motivationa1 needs and values in reference to Maslow's extrinsic-
.

T,t

instrinsic dimension of behavior (Mislow, 1970). The intrinsic v

extrinsic taxonomy of Maslow's,theorY of needs as tnterprete'd in.$

terms of work'values by Weisman, appears to lend support to models

ing the development of school interests. By WeiSman's
1 7 ,

11-

construct, for example, more disadvantaged subjetts are more extrin-

sically motivated by materialistic facfors, such as Olt safety.needs
.

.of job security and group affiliation4 Less disadvantaged students,.

td 'the converse, are more influenced by,internal values, sucheas

Oose of\self actualization.

In View of longitUdinal studies with eighth grade males, Crites

and Sembler (1067) gave a hierarchic4 13aradymh for development of

youth.in Aich.career maturity and educational accomplishments are

coordinate dimensions, or parallel "tracks:" 'Thetasks of achieving

educationally and maturing carderwise are dual aspeets of th8 same

development sequences for adolescents. Criteg (1973) envisioned a

,.generel adjustment trait as an overalljactor which cemented educa-.

tional 'progress and career maturation of youth into a composite

relationship. In summary, Crites' construct, supported by tbe work

of'Westbrook, Perryman, Edington, Crow, Weisman, and Maslow; provided

thelundamental rationale for relating the variables of attitudes

toward Self, school, and vocational education, as well aS work values,

to measures of career maturity for disadvantaged adolescents.



Self Identification in kationship.to School
°

Within the Context,of this study, "self" for disadvantaged youth

I, ..

was viewed funttionally as the subjects' elf cOnee f thems lves
..

as students, Field' (1962) interpreted 'experiencing gelf as a

-
process" in his development of a theory for eXplaining "concepts of

.self-in-vocational sttuations."/' His theory postulated that individuals

act in wayg which fit their cu rent notions of what they are like,'

-

What.they cadhe like,'what they want to be like, what their situation

like, what their situation may become and the way they.see these

aspects of self and situaiiOn'as being related'. 1J. (0)
4

. r

conCurre4 with Tield's viewpoint when lf,concept,

'

really,.is.the indiiridual' anticipati ge ..4Acceptance
.4

or repulsion in,a given.situatiOn.

0 ,
---. , ..

The social interaction asgedfs of Fieldra:theory
, .

'i-i.-,

. . 4.
by Turner in his concept'of the. function Self, Turner (1973) vieWed

were supported

"self" ag
(1'

othera."71

being acquiredithrol* the interaction with 'signifidant

s .4):

Turner proposed that:the individual may be thought of as

existing in an environment which.4s communicated through social inter-
,

action. .During.this exposure.the. individual perceives events (self

experiences), conceived in indivi4ua/ acts which mold and.shape the

phenomenon of self.

Building on-Turne.r's concept first, assume that the individual

participates in a well structured vocational Program.. He is.in an

environment where he Interacts with.other individuals with common
+4

r . -

goals under the supportive approval'of a masfer teacher. He realizes

2 0
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success anzi d elops a concept of what his self can,be like in a

productive envi

,student.

Ir. He begins to view himself as an effective

stallizes_values as what he wants to be like.

The perception f self in association with -others and-the work task

(vocational epdtation).in the school setting would appear to be a

.more effec ive predictor of career- readiness.for individuals than

other aspe ts of self perception which might be .conidered. As -,

.11 .

obserVed b Turner (1973), persons who havedeyelope& a more matu4e

'behaVtoral repertoire, through leatining tO meet the characteristic

demaiids of Vocatio161 development tasks, are able r q seek nersonaX,

rather tha pubAc aCcomplishments and ioeuse snecial talents to

gain arisfaction in meeting challenges.'

of s '.jciI cept, the functional self, accordin

,

Like-any other facet

.(1913). must

,

be vieveck-Osoa process of being and becomdA. frame of
,9`.---4

reference, subjects' perceptifta of self in their In ractiOn With

the school environMent appearto be in congruence with thdconcepts

of self proposed by CoMAPtn1 Snygg (1959), Mead (1934) and'Rogers
r,

(1959).

Successful Intervention. by. VoCational Education

1

.

he third assumption of this study waa that vocational education

p ogramscan successfully intervene by modifying the low motivation-
_

i f rior self syndrome which dominates educationally disadvantaged

youth. In view of the output of federal funds invested in develop-

mental education during the past decade, this assumption appears

axiomatic. As suggested by Oakleif (1971), however,empirically

controlled researdn on vocationaf -and tefhnical education for the

2 1
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rural disadliantaged is noticeably la'Cking. Successful tttempts. to

.enhance,rural stlidents' attitudes toward self.and school through

.vocational instriictional prqgrams have not been' reported in the,

'1
liteyature.

Almen (1971) has shown that an exemplary vocational program

planned for disadvantaged youth'in an urWn setting did make a differ-

ence in the attitudes-of its participants. He found that°inner city

,

students who studied in the model educational program improved signifi-
,-

cantly in'attitudes associated with their general self esteem,' in

attitudes'related tO`their school self esteem and in their development

Of vocatiOnal maeutity:

'Rural dis dvantaged and urban disadvantaged Students are similar

in educationa

reasonable to

Almen for urban yOUth could be achieved. in well structured programs
4

'in vocational educlfon programs for the Midi:disadvantaged.

.LIMITATIONS STUDY

needS and attitudes (Oakleif, 1971); hence, it seemed

.

assume that similar results 'as those discovered by

The repOrte siudy was Organized an ex post facto design.. Since

subjects for th1 afamdy were already enr&&d in ongoing,instructional

programs, the investigators were nocake to randomly assign individuals

to iomparison groups.

Also, since the'research was structuked to assess the kiaracteristics
et

of vocationally disadvadtaged students who had studied under the best'

*

possible conditions, no attempt was made to select the subjects

randomly from all students of similar traits enrolled in vocational

programs in,Mississippi. Hence, in no sense can data from this stu4

2 2
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abe extrapolated to describe the. characterisxics of rural disadvan-
"

taged.youth in Mississippi's vocational prograps in general.

3

_

2 3
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II. RELEVANT LITERATURE
,

This research -focused primarily on the educational-vocational

attitudes of disdvantaged adolescents participating in vocational

programs ihrural regions of Mississippi recognized as erfective by

rcational educatars. Consequently, recent literatufe relative to

\

the characteristics of rural disadvantaged youth, particularly;as.

they related to\vocationaL.e4ucation, was examined. Career maturity

models as developed during the past decade were also considered
\

relative to aducatonally disadvantaged individuals 14 to 18 years old.

The-Rural Disadvantaged

Handicaps and deprivations'associated with youth from substandard

socioeconomic backgrounds have been demonstrated to encompass broad,

complexly related patterns of disadvantages, e.g., educational,

cultural, intellectual and psychological, as well as social and

economic. Ed1ngton#970) and,Oakleif (1971) in their review6 of

the-jiterature.on rural disadvantaged reported no longitudinal studies

%
an the development of affective behaviors in rural youth with these

deprivations. Generally these investigators reviewed descriptive

studies,interpreting the status of the disadvantaged;

Edington (1970) toncluded that educational and occupational

aspirations appear to be negatively affected by lbw economic statns.
A

The rural disadvantaged were characterized7by attitudes whith are

nonsupportive of educational'progress, low esteem and "impoverished"

confidente-=tw=the=value=and=tmgartance-of education:-

Edington also noted higher school dropout rates fon the rural poor

2 4
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and lower than national aChieAMent norms.for them. 'He associated

these behavioral responsgs with the lack of edutational stimulatliori
-

found in homes of the,disAdvantaged, the geographical isolation of

'1?",

many rural youth and inadequate school curricula.
..,

,

Potts, (1964) also described the home environment as totally in-

, -

adequate for a full life. Rreathitt (1967) pointed_out that 'books
/

are seldom available-40 tife.homes of Ihe rural poor and tha'st reading

fiot encoufaged. ,Aan'y times children from ehese environments develop

seriouS difficulties in reading, secure only a limited vocabulary and

develop poor diction and oral Speech. JWith ,ifiese handicaps, Breathi,tt

concluded, the'rUral,AisadVantaged are pot succe kill under traditiOnal

'standards in vocational education pr9grams. Lars .and SlocUM (1969)

found that when compared to youth from more afifluent backgrounds, °

rural 1OW income
. youth were.less fikely to.be interested in,school,

.

.

:to receive high grades:, to receive enCouragement teachers, on

to report high levels of educaelonal and occupational aspirations.

All researchers do not agree with the conclusions ofEdington and

Oakleif regarding the educational aspirations of disadvantaged youth.

There is Some precedence in.fhe literature to support the conclusion
fr

that the vocational and educational perceptions and attitudes of..

disadl Eltaged and nOndisadvantaged students are similar. Soares and

Soares (1968), for example,_ found no major differences in the.attitudes
-

of the two groups. Campbell, et al. (1969) concluded that students of

junior high school age Erom disadvantaged and nondisadvantaged back--

grounds, resuctiVrely, were-more a rke thandIfferent.in=thefr-7

eduiptional attitudes and vocational considerations.

16
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In regard tp'career, aSpirations, Casby and Picou (1973) indicated

that both lowerclasa rUral and urban blacks have relatively igh
4 .h

accupatiodal desires: In aubsequent studies they also indicated a
-

5. .

positive linkagebetween:social class and career expectations.

Kuvlesky andtes. conducted a seriespfstudies whfth,

:accOrding to Ku1.441ii,"dehunk coMmon and misleading myths abOut

the Social amhLtx n of rural-youth." (Kuvlesky, 1970, p.. 41.)
, . .

.
. ,.

KuVleaky, Wright:aridJuarez;(196.9):docUmented.that the rural gegro, _,

in the $outh and Mexican AMeriCan rural:youth of the Soutl1west, by .,

the Majority. 4paired high. prestige job attainments and college leVel

education; i.e., they, in general, had middle class job vaiUes.

an across countrY,sampling study, Lever and Kuvlesky.(1g0.9) noted

IWO'that rural youth generally haVe very.high job.ana educationat

aspirations and expectations, regardless of their social class:

De4V1opment of Vocational Maturity

The first concrete definition of vocational .maturity was offered

by Riper (1955) when he explicated five developmental tasks in:career cl"

eigabliishment. Hig model offered the-advantage of providing a rationale

around whigh adolescents' growth coUld be measured in Auential steps.
40s

The task of crystalizing vocational preferenc.a5P---Welocine which

individuals confront between_the ages of 14 and 18. Specification of '
,

career preference occurs lat-er between the ages.of 18 thraugh 21.

a Following the:implications of his own work and that of Ginzberg,.

Ilkt al., (1951), Super (1955, 1957), conceptualized growthta career

turity as a series of evolutionary periods of deliberationsefor

persons which culminate in a compromise bpnWeen personal needs and



1,

1)

Itioccwational-realitieS. Super (1963) latercharacierized the task of
, 4

_

cryStallization of vocational purpose as that of the individual's

rmulating.ideas that are self appropriate;
pr,
Sol*. of Oe attitudes which Super associated with crystallization

teak in ihe adolescent's growth to vocational maturity were:

awareness of the need to crystalize, awareness for the need to-consider

vocational choice, differentiation of interests and values, awareness
4

of i)resent-future relationships, and formulation and consistency of
.. . - fio

vocational preference. .
4

In ei*Orailon of Super's constructs related to development o`
,

..y.

vocational choice attitudes, Crites (1965) subdivided these behavioral
4'

tasks.into dimensions called involvement, orientation, independence,
410.- ..

.

\i?Ilk.P.S4i erence,'and conception. He translated these vocational matUrity

constructs into the attitude scale of his instrument, the Career,

Maturity Inventory. '

In-support of'Super's theory several_investioctors have explored

both School related and nonintellective behaviors Which correlate with

yOuth's career development. Bartlett (1968) observed positive corre-

lations between career maturity and personal traits of self-confidence.,
fir

achievement, autonomy and dominance., Hollender and Schalon (1965)

reported that a ppaitive relationship existed-between career maturity
'4(

and achievepent; endurance, order. and intraception. They also.

indicated a negative relaEionship with aggression traits as measured

by the Adttective Check List. In his studies Crites (1961)'found no

real sex differences in vocational-attitudes. Studies by COver (1968)

2 7
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. ,

.

and ,Harris (1966) have confirmed th re1a.tionship of caree, r maturity \\

;.'.
--,7-- )

in students and 'their grade point averages. Nonsignificant relation=t-'

ships between career maturity and socioeconomic status have been

found for blacks (Gilliland,.1966) and for Appalachian youth (Ashbury;

, 1967)'. In

Hoyt (1962) and Pucel and Nelson (1972) examined the career maturity
a

,

of students in schools offering voCational-technical education curricula-
-

Their results indicated that students in vocational Classes were less.'

#'maturely oriented than t e i r counterparts enrolled in nonvocational

curricula. These studies did not consider the variable.of socio-

economic differences in students, however- Other studies have shown

that attitudes postulated by Crites (1973) to be associated with the

,

development of:career-maturity, such as self concept and school self

,kmages, were positive outcomes of exemplary programs for disadVantaged.
'(Almen, 1971; Eaddy, 1971; Huffman, 1-971).

In ctnsenSus 'the literature related to the career maturity develop- ,

,

ment of rural adolescents appeared to support the hypothesis th
,

'while attitudes associated with their career readiness,are poorly '-

deVeloped, these eduationally 'disadvantaged youth have the potencial

aspirations.for growth toward self actualization in vocational endeavors.

While empirical data are scarce for documenting the causal relation-

ships in,the role of educational"programs, it seems evident 'that well

pltnned programs in vocational and career_education are factors.inVolved

in the positive. devaloRMent of mature attitudes in disadvantaged

students.'- Very little evidence exists, however, for evaluating the
.

attitudinal growth of rural disadvantaged students partictpating in

2
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quality programs of vocational education in the Deep South. Conse-

.

quently, a study such as thepresent investigation appears to have

pertinent implications for the development of-futtire2programs and

for the testing of vocational theory.

/*

loor
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RESEARCH PROCEDURES

'

An Oven(iew

This stUdy involved the assessment of career maturity, work values;

attitudes toward self in school 'ahd attitudes toward vocational
7-

education prograns -for rural disadvaltaged youth. To determdne

whether partic pation in quality vocational programs for training

educationally disadvantaged was influential in fostering career

maturity for these Missfssippi youth,two comparison groups were

selected. The first comparison group,consisted of disadvantaged

,students wi socioeconomic'backgrounds and educational records)_

similar'to those.'of the disadVantaged vocational group. This.

'comparison group, termed "disadvantaged nonvocational" differed,
f.

0

Mowever, in that its subjects had not been enrolled in vocational

studies. The second cesparison 'group termed "nondisadvantaged,

vocational" included a representative sample of nondisadvantaged

students enrolled In regular vocational programs at the,high school

°-Selected attitudes were ascertained by.instruments'designed to

evaluate affective behaviors indicative of positive growth toward--

careerreadineirInstruments which were not commercially available

were restandhrdized on a sample*of Missisgippi youth with average

and less-than-average achievement records who were enrolled in

vocational prograns at the high school level. Simple questfonnaires

lor measuring students' attitudes toward vocational education programs

and for quantifying teacher evaluations of stupents' progress in

3 0
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vocational programs were strcOtured ancvalidated.

I

.

In seeking answersA0 research questions; tb,0 data were collected
-P. -

. . .. . ..

... f,

,and analyzed by app4gatiO of both univariate:and multivariate

statistiCal models0A
,,c ,

i.
,

Variables which distriminated this gropp,from their counterparts
,

c

,

,,,) who had no"oPport4nity toStudy in vocational classes and from

. A
regular vocational studedtb were also idenlfied,.. The inner7.

:).

relationships of all attitpdinal measures were alculated to determine

patrerns of growth,taward career reaaiess for the disadvantaged
-

vocational group of rural adolescents. Finally, a protile of charac-

teristic attitudinal traits was 'developed for the disadVantaged

acational students who studied in model programs.

The research de;ign for the investigation was organized into four

phasee: (I) selection of particip.ants; (2) developmeritc-Of instruments;.

(3) Collection of data and (4) analysis of data.

Selection qnd Characteristics of Subjects
e

biaadvantaged, Vocational.Students

Model Vocational Programs. To allaw disadvantaged students

opportunity for maximum exposure to aptimmm vocational curricula

7
;and supportive services, it was decided to select subjects for the

principal'population, disadvantaged yoCational students, from existing

quality vocational edUcation programs. The criteria for a vocational

program's being selected for participation consisted to its' recognition

by state level vocational educarors as having developed .and implemented

ongoing curriculum objectives* which exemplify those outlined by the'

National Committee on Employment.of Youth (Cohen; 1969) and the

31 .
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guidelines for the Vocational Amendments of 1968 (Kay, Kemp & Saunders, ,d

1973).

In consultation with W. Taylor, state supervisor for vocational

programs for disadvantag d handicapped from the State DePartment:

c.

of Educatioh, several programs in MississipPi were recognizmi as

providing educational opportunities congruent with.the ideils of 1968

Vocational Amendments Act. On the basis of geographical repregentation

and,rurality, programs for disadvantaged in four vodational centers

were chosen to provide subjects for the study. These programs were

termed "quality" or "model" since they appeared to, be r4presentative

of the best training which Mississippi currently offered. for rural

disadvantaged students of high school age.
,)

All of these prógrams, were located in populatioh.axeas of 45,000

or less as indicated by the 1970 Bureau. of Census repOrts, The voc-
,

ational centers containing the model programs served'gtudents Irom

perimeter counties where communities most often contained 2,500 or

less individuals. Industries in the areas were primarily.agri

business and small manufacturing units. 'The four vocational centers

were geographicall distributed in the northi,central, South:central,

south-western and lower Delta regions of Mississippi.

The,four programs varied in tenure Of establishment from two to

seven years; Their curricula for disadvantaged, primarily, centeted

around vocational training classes designed to prepare semi-skilled

yorkers in the.areas of carpentry,,masonry, and home economics _(commercial

'seing). Students worked in vocationally related classes for one.half
\\.

day and returned.to regular cLasbes in'high school for the other half

3 2
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day to puisue stUdies in general eduCation.

Several professlonals assisted.the disadvantaged in the_model.

programs. Special skill teachers guided the educationally disadvan-

tagld to improve their facilities in the wide spectrum of language

arts, with special emphasis on'remedial readift. Experienced voca=

tional counselors who had received recent training were also available

tor assisting students to understand their problems, to explore their

vocational potential and to seek channels for communicattng effectively

with future employees. Administraiors in all four,programs were

recognized,for their professional leadership traits and for their

expertise in developing effective vocatiorjal programs.

As viewed by the investigators, aomajor asset of the model programs

were the profesaional qualities of the Instructional staff. The-six

instructors froth the C1a5sres of students chosen for the sample appeared

to be well trained in skill areas and to have had more on-the-job

work experience than average for vocational educators in Mississippi,.

All Six,pcored at least one standard sieviation higher on attitudes

toward teaching and attitUdes toWard--sindents than did a statewide

sample of teachers for disadvantaged in-recent studies (Handley and

Shill, 1973) Formal professional study completed by these educators:

of disadvantaged ranged.from having earned an assOciateof science

degree in junior college to holding a masters' degree.-
,

Characteristics of Sub ects

The 115 disadvantaged youth'stUdying in eight classes of the four

model TrograM's comprised the sample for the disadvantaged vocational

group. Upon .entry to the special needs programs_these students were

24
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., .

e.-:,

judged by their counselors to beeducationally 'Unable to complete
, ..

-!,.

.

regular vocational studies without extra support. The sttidents range.

in age from 14 tO -19 years. Scholastically, they jttended.regular

classes in high school with other students who were a'Oleast,pne

.year younger, Five of the classes were comprised of males. One

class featured sewing skills in home economics for females. Percentages

of the sex and racial composition of the sample are given in Table 1.

Disadvantaged Nonvocational Students

Since it was not possible witkin the time limit's of the study to

secure previouSly established control groups for comparison purposes,

an attempt.was made to locate a sample,of disadvantaged students with

similar,background and educational problems who had not been exposed

to vocational training. The assistance of guidance counselors in

four high schools serving large populations of rural.disadvantaged

students was secured in the selection of 102 such students. These

students' came 'from socioeconomically diSadvantaged homes and, in the

opinion of their counselors, could not successfully complete regular

programs of studies in vocational education. These students were also
_ .

making marginal educational progress.

Only 93 of 102 students selected by,their counselors to have,the

'above characteristits completed the battery of attitudinal measuresr.

These students comprised the nonvocationat disadvantaged gtoup sample.

/ Data for racial and sex composition'of-this group are also given in

Table 1.

Nondisadvantaged Vocational Group
r-

To secure a sample of regular, nondisadvantaged vocational students,

25
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qable 1

Sex nd Race Composition of Comparisonloups

a

Subgroup

Disadvantaged Vocational 115

Male 102 87.7
Female - 13 12.3

White 13 12.3
Black 102 87.7

Disadvantaged Nonvocational 93

Male 62 66.6
Female 31

White 22' . 23.7
Black 71 . 763

Nondisadvantaged Vocational 71

Male 41 42.3
:Female 30

..

Black 59 83:1

,

3 5
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directors for two of the centers having model programs for the disadvan=

taged assisted in selecting 71 students as typical representative of

tteir training programs. These students were making average or above

progress in their vocational courses which included a broad spectrum

of curricul,t1 offerings. .The sex and racial composition of the group

ia noted in Table 1:

SelectiOn of Instruments

Data for the study were collected through utilization of five

Crites' Career Maturity InventorY/Nttitude Scale,
)

instruments;

Kilbane's Survey of Pupil Opinion, Super's Work Values Inventory, the

Attitudes Toward Vocational Programs scale and the Instructor Rating

of Student Prokress,scale

1?reliminary Studies Of Instrumentation

A sample of121 students who achieved at average (N=79) and below

average (N=42) levels in vocational classes were selected as a

preliminat'y sample to provide data for instrument validation. These

students attended the upper three high school grades in a middle-._
. ,

eastern Mississippi community. During the spring of 1974 the Survey

of Pupil- Opinion-and-the' WOrk Values-Inventory were pretested with

this,sample., The two evaluation scales, the ATVP and the IRSP, were

constructed and validated. Following are discussions -of these

instruments and tlle others employed in the study.

Career Maturity Inventory/Attitude) Scale

The Attitude Scale of the Career Maturity Inventory, according to

Crites (1973),was designed to measure attitudes that are critecaf in

realistic career decision making. That selecting an occupation is a

3 6'
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process which spans a-considerable number of years, usually from

.
late childhood to early'adult, was the rationale upon which Crites

fi

,developed his instrument.

.As theorized by Critep, the attitudes associated-with vocational

development are clustered into five separate dimensions: (1) involve-

ment in the career choice process; (2) orientation toward work;

(3) independence in decision making; (4) preference for career

choice factors and (5) conceptions of the career choice process

Crites designed the attitude scale with fifty true-false attitudinal

statements which he bêlieved indicative of these item clusters.

Internal consistency estimates for grades 6 through 12 were

calculated
)
with the Kuder Richardson Formula 20 and ranged from .65

to .84 with a.mean of .74 (Crites, 1973). Since the instrument was

planned to be composed of five related, but not identical clusters

of traits, these measures of internal consistency for the total

attitude score did not appear unreasonable.

Crites also reported a correlation of .71 for 1,648'students in

stability studies when the subjects were tested and retested'over a

one year interval. Crites (1973) predicted that this test-retest

relationship was low enough to allow for maturational variance but

high enough to establish sy'stematic measurement for the variallie .

being quantified.

Two different approaches were cited by Crites to derive measures

of content validity, one of which was theoretical and the other

empirical. The content of items were derived from central concepts

in career deyelopment theory (Upderwood, 1957) and then constructed

28
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from relevant instanbces of verbal vocational behavior. To obtain

empirical support for the inclusion of items on,the test, Hall (1962)

asked ten expert judges (five male and female counseling psychologists)

to designate which they considered to be the most mature response

to each item on the attitude scale. The percentage of agreement

for scoring itetto was 74 percent.

Criterion validity studies reviewed by Crites (1973) .found the
/

Attitudes' Stale significantly correlated with measures of realism'

in occupational aspirations, consistency, decision and realism'in

career choice. However, WilstaciL (1967) reported nonsignificant

correlations between the Attitude Scale 'and Super's Indices Of

Vocational Maturity. From these findings 4it appears' that the' data.

related to criterion validity of the Attitude Scale are somewhat

inconclusive. JP 4

The construct validity data in reference to respOnsdl.bias are also

somewhat inconclusive. Carek (196.5-rconcluded that the'' response set

,in the instrument had negligible-influence upon the' Attitude Scale s.

-

scores. Shirts (19684..-stUdied the response style with a 'normative

--reversal form of the- -attitude. -s tate' an d-foun-d` that-fi rs-
44.

in his sample were less" consistent in their.'"responsessto the standard

and reversed forms frOill test- to, retest than when they were' adminit-

tered the scale on both occasions. Crites (1971) attempted to define

this source of score variance more explicitly and asserted that

response style has no. signifiCant effect on the Attitude- Scale.

Work Value Inventory
\ ,

Super's Work. Value Inventory was the jnsrurnent *employe4 to study

29
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the values which the adolescenta seek in association witbstheir future

jobs. According to Super (1970),,the instrument assesses the,values

which are extrinsic as well as those which are intrinsic in work, the

satisfaction which individuals seek in work, and the satisfaction which

may be concomitants or outcomes of work. The instrument measures

motivation for work in 15 areas: creativity, management, ac evemen,

surroundings, supervisdry relations, way of,life, security, associltes;t

V
esthetics, prestige, independence, variety, economic returns, altruism

and intellectual stimulation.

The WV1 containa 45 items which describe values or outcomes assoc-
.-

iated with jobs. Subjects rate each of the items as to whether the

stated outcome is "very fmportant", "important", "moderately important",

-aT little importance'? or "unimportant" to them in the job they. Seek.

Gable and Pruzek.(1971) factor analyzed the Work Value Inventory

and found that Super's growing of items within subscales were

reasonable and sufficient for describing the relationships advanced

by the author. Though all of-the 15 subscales were not found to be

independent of-each other, the 15 measures did possess internal

consistency.

Sur_Lare' of Pupil Opinion (SDRPO)

Flrom the literature self concept or self esteem appearted to be

an important dimension of readiness associated with career maturity.

In adalescents self as related to the school scene or situation had

'been demonstrated to be related to career maturity (Cribs and Sembler,

1967). In the present study the need for a spychometric device which

correlated well with traditional measures of self concept, yet measured,

3 9
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dimensions of attitudes associated with school and school work was.

conceptualized.

The 'Survey of Pupil Opinion, an instrument developed by Kilbane

(1972) in the public schools of Cleveland, Ohio', appeared appropriate

for this task. Kilbane and associates developed the instrument to'

assess attitudes toward self and school educationally disadvantaged

students who had difficulties in reading. In the Cleveland studies bp

.the instrument was raUnd to Yield three independent fattors inolVing

24 of the'original 30 items the instrument. The factors were

designatedwSocial,Percepti s (sev,witems), Perception of Teaother

(nine items), and Perception of Self-as-Student (eight'items).

Test-retest correkations for the total score of the instrument

.yielded an r...71. A copy of the SURPO Axe presented in Appendix A.

This instruMent wag submitieetiO 121'subjects'in a Mississippi

saMple of vocational students tateckas average and belawaverage in-

4. achievement by their instructors in preliminary Studies.preceding

the reported investigation. The results Were factor analyzed and,

again, three factors were discovered. The composition of the factors,

,however, differed somewhat from that discovered by Kilbane. In, 4

Table 2 the items found in each factor in the Mississippi study are

presented, along with the reference to the fan with which they

were assoriated in the Kilbane study.

Only 16 of the 30.items loaded to similar factors in both the

Mississippi and Ohio studies. &Weyer, six of the items (Nos. 2,10,

14,-15, 24 and 25) c.thich ,did not Lied heavy vough to be included in

any Of the factors in Kilbane's study were found to

4 0
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Table 2

Composition of Factors for Survey of Pupil Opinion as Assessed

'in Mississippi and Ohio Samples*

Loading in. lAdtpg in*
Factor 'Item Mississippi : Ohio

/ Sample Sample

Fac,tor I: 1. ChanCes are good that

Self-as-Student succeed in school. I: .5539 I: .5183

2. I like to read. I: .4011

4. School is a waste of

time. 11:-.4445

6. I think schol is fun. I: .4754 III: .6035

8. I have a good time in

scho61. I: .5168 III: .6414

101 I watch the clock

during ,class. I:-.4170

11. I think I'm doing

better in school this

year than I did last

year. I: .4566

12. 1 do my assignments

on.time.'

I: .4750 r/_,

I: .5211 I: .4672

16. School is boring. I:-.5576 II:-.4462
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Table 2--Continued

Factor

Loading in Loadini-Ii

Item T.ssissippi Ohio

. Sample Sample

Factor I:

Self-as-Student 17, I take my schoolwork

seriously. 1: .5707 l .5829

23. I look forward to my

classes. I .4197 III: .4085

, 27, I wish:I could quit

: school, I;-.4819

,. Factor II:
1

Teacher Perceptions 3, Teachers are fair, II ;4793 .4814

Factor III:

Social

Perceptions

7, The school rules make

sense, I .5175 II: .4758

13. Teachers expect too

much of students. / II:-,4237 II:-.5311

19, My teachers play

favorites,

21, My teachers pick on

me too much,

II:-.4156 01.1:-.4563

4

II:-,3760 II:-.5272

24, TeaChers are too,

strict. II:-,3074 II:-.588$

5. My parents look at my

repoit iprd, III: .4978 ,4959
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Table 2 - -Continued

Ldading in Loading in

Factor Item Mississippi
L

Ohio

Sample4 Sample

Factor III: 9, Students in this school ,

Social . are friendly. III .5501 III: .4323

Perceptions

14, I ask my teachers for

help. III: ;4442

15: my teachers under-

Stand me.

18, Teachers give me the

help I need in

school.

III: i5137

III: .5643 I: ,4191

,20, I like my teachers, III: :4015 III: ,54183

\

22. My teachers can take

a joke. III: .4471 III: .4878

..25, My parents like my

school, ° III:',5030

26. I get along well with 0

my teachers, III: 5475 III: .4141

28, I come to school on

time, III: .5023 III: .3961

30, Teachers are friendly.III: .5968 II: .4902

29, I get along well with

other students. III: .5423 III: ,4318

*PaCtor letters (I,II,III) have been changed to coincide with those

found in'the.Mississippi Sample,
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significantly to the derived factors in these preliminary studies.

In the validation stUdies, the "belo w. average" and "average"

samples of high school students were found to differ nificantly

(p<.05) on s 'res from- all three of the SURPO factors, as.well as

on the total score (see Table 3). All factors of SURPO were found

to correlate significantly with the overall self co'ncept score of

the Tennessee Self Concept Scale as seen on Table 4. The self-as-

student factor and.the teacher perception.factor also correlated

significantly with the overall grade point average earned by the

vocational students during the previous year. The total score, as

well as the three factors,Of SURPO.also correlated significantly'

with their school attendanCe for the previous year.

In test-retest studies-where 42 of the students were requested'to

respond,againt.9.,:the instrument after a one week interval, the"

following reliability coefficients.were noted: Factor I, r=.78;

Factor II, r=.86;, Factor III, r-.69; Oyerall Score, r=:82,.

The factors computed in the Mississippi sample were utilized for

studying the c acteristics of the three groups in the present study

toward self in school.

Attitudes To-Ward Vocational Program

' 0
The Attitudes Toward Vocational Program (ATVP) instrument was

constructured.to quantify the overall feelings which students have

toward vocational programs in which they are enrolled. It is

composed of five qUestions which subjects answer on a "yes";

undecided", "no" continuum. The five itemp inquired how the

4 6
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Table 3

ComParison of Means for Average and Below Average
,trOups on Survey of Pupil Opinion

Factors
Below

Average Average

SeIf:as 'student 34.26 40.23 7.31*

:reacher Perceptions' 13.61 15.11 5.02*

, *
Social Perceptions 31.54 40.72 7.24

,Overall School Attitude 91.22 97.16 11.07*

, .

*
Significant,at .05 level.

.**SignitfiCant'at .0,1 level.

4 7
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Table 4

Correlation of Self in School Attitudes with Overall
Self Concept, Scholastic Achievement and School

Attendance for High School Vocational Students.(N=121)

V

Variables

Correlates

GPA .Self Concept School
Attendance

SURPO Scales.

Self-as-Student .38 .76 .43

Teacher Perceptions .44 .46 .41

Social Perceptions .21 .43 1.27

Overall SAhooi .41 .69 .39

Attitudes TOW.ard
.

Vocat-ional-Brograms -.79 ;547---

a )

.65

Instructor Ratings
of Student Progress .86 .61 . .71

*Significant at .05 level.
**Significant at .01 level.

4 8
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subjects liked their/vocational education training, whether they

N.
believed they were-learning some skills and information that would

help them on future jobs, whether they planned to finish up their-

course of study, Whether they would recommend the same vocational

education prograMs to their friends and whether they were pleased

that they took the program of.vocational study instead of other

V
schooIkwork. X copy of this instrument is included in Appendix B.

The',five items dn the questionnaire we're those sel.ected from a

pool of 0 items which contributed significantly to the discrimination

betwee wo'groups, each composed of 50 students which were rated.

"below average and "average or above" in vocational achievement,

respectiely, by their instructors. These same items loaded heavily

on a single-factor derived from a principal component analysis of the

orrginal 30 items which--accounted for 78% afthe variance shared

te.45

;7An alpha coefficient, a measure of internal consistency Which

Vel4Man (1967) equates with a.Kuder-Richardson 20 coefficidht .94,

w4 Computed for the ATV. A test-retest reliability coefficient of

.0 was found for 42 subjects tested twice over a'week's interval in

preliminary studies..

Instructor Rating of Student Progress Scale (IRSP)

On 61e IRSP instructors were requested to rate the achievement'

of students in their classes in vocational education. in terms of

their projected potential for working independently.in the.skill area

pf :training after completion of the high school course of studies.

49,
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The students were given an overall rating on a.5 to 1-Scale with a

"5" designdiig a student would be able to peform independently on

the job in his trained rea without direct supervipion,after comptetion

of his traini4g. A rating of "4" indicated a student projected to

be able to perform well on the job with only. routine supervision.

A rating of "3" was used to. designate students who, in the opinion

of their instructors, were making regular progress, and would be

able to perform adequately on the job with regular superyision.

Students who rated "2"...oU..tive.IRSP Scale were making slow progress,

. . -

as viewed by their instructors, and would probably need strong

supportive sdpervision to perform adequately on a job in the tiaining

area after completion of their high school work. .A rating of "1"

indicated that the student was making no progress and, if his

motivation did not change, he vould not be able to perform adequately

on the job, evdn with supportive supervision.

This-instrument-was-also pretested-fu the-preIiminary-studies-of

121 students in the middle,Mississippi sample of average and below

ayerage students enrolled in vocatlonal education classds.- In this

study apprbximately 8% of the subjects were rated "5"-, 14% were

rated "4", 39% were rated "3", 24% were rated "2" and 15% were

rated as "1.". In two ratings of 118 studente given over one week

intervals, a test-retest reliability-coefficient of .84 was calcu-
:.

lated. These data appear to indicate that teachers were able to

relate progress of selected students to each of the five different

levels rather consistently. In Table 3 it can also be noted that

the instructors' ratings of students' progress in vocational education

5 0
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courses correlated significantly with overall GPA (r=.86), overall

self concept (r=.61) and school.attendance (r=.71).

Collection of Ifata
4.

After the instruments were selected and pretested, they were

administered to subjects durtng the early spring semester of 1975.

Data were collacted by the principal investigator and two graduate

students with extensive training in psychological testing. Instruments'

were administered in small groups ranging in-size from l2to 21
,1

individuals for all subjects eXcept those comprising the nOndisadyan-

taged .-These groups conteined.from 25 to 32 subjects
0

during tha::testing Ueri641.

DirectiunS;:fcr;:responding to all instruments, as well as all items- .

on the questionnaires, were read aloudby the psychometrists at a
-
/

p-ace slow enough that every student courd!foIlow cnrefuilt and mark

his choice of items. This oral.presentation was necevsary since

many of the students had been found in preliminary investigations

.anot to be able to read the items well enough to comprehend them.

Analysislof Data .

Univariate analysis of variance models were utilized to,compare

means fox the three groups for variables measured by the subscales of

the Work Value Inventory, the _Survey of Pupil-Opinion and the Attitnde

Scale of the Career Miaturity Inventory. Correlated t-tests were also

computed to compare means for work values within each group of

subjects. in multivariate analyseS",- two different statistical models

of'discriminant analysis were used to differentiate among the,three

.00
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groups. A'Stepwise discriminant analysis statistical. program '

develikkd'io.y, Nie en7dAgociafes (1972) waS employed to. determine
-:'),' %.. ,

. ?...!-..

/

w '..s;;Libscales discrnated signiJicantly among tke disadvan-
,0a.

itgea vocational 4 41sadvantaged nonvocatiOlA
'.,.. .-.

. - ,

:IMraged vocationariroups.
. Group membership fOrAO, hree categories

\..,.. .

. . .. .

of subjects igere alft predicted with a disctiminant

e nondisadvan-
yo.

develpped by'Dixon (1973).

For-d-p analysis within the vocationally disadvantaged group, a

analysis program

.multiple regression model (Dixon, 1973) was utilized to show the

relationship of the work values and other attitudes to ratings of

studeilts2_ progress, to students' attitudes toward vocational education

. .

programs and to measuies ofAubjects' career maturity. The relation-
,

ship of the predictor,set of Work values and .related attitudes to a

set of criterion variables composed orthree school related attitudes

*as assessed with a canonical correlation model described by

VeIdman (1967).

A G image rotational factor analysis model was Also utilized to

reduce the matrix of 22 attitude-measures for the disadvantaged

vocational group to more simple dimensions (Veldman, 1967).

5 2
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IV. ANALYSIS 01 DATA

This investigation orcharacteristicsk)of rural disadvantaged

Students enrolled in quality high school level programs in Vocational

education in Mississippi was structured around ten broad research

questions. The data were analyzed and interpreted in terms of these

10 sdb-ptoblems:
.0

.A.Cceptance of Vocati\ onal Programs

The first 'research.question focused on determining the attitudes

of the disadvantiged students toward their vocational eddcation study

prOgram. Specifically, it inquired.how manyof fthe'tlisadvantag.e'd

vocational students: (1) liked their vocational classes better than

their other sctiool work, (2) thought that they were learning some

skills and information that wodld help them to get a job in the

future', (3) planned to finish their crsurse of study and graduate

--fTom-high-sohool, (4) wom reconnerrd-that-one-of-itheit ,rieds take

the same training program and (5) were pleased they had enrolled in

the present vocational program of study instead of t:aking regular

school work.

The Attitudes Toward Vocational Pv3grams (ATVP) scale was employed

-to measure.these-attitudes for the disadvantaged vdcational subjects..

Va.derived ftoM this analysis, reCorded in terms gT percentage of

response for each category, ate, given in Table 5.

'For all questions,tore of the subjects responded "yes", rather

than "no" or "Undecided" in the Vocational dis'advantaged sample. These

students who were participating in the

53
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Table 5

Percentage of Disadvantaged Vocational Studenti
Responding in Different Satisfaction Levels
on Attitudes Toward Vocational Program Scale

Item

Do yod like yOur .1.rocatiOnal

:education training betler
than you other school work*.

2. Do you think that you are
learning some skills and
informat.ion that will help you'
to get and keep a job in the
faturey

3. Do you plan to fibish Up your-.-
course of study and graduate
from high school?

4. Would you recommend that one
, of-your friehd&-take-the.same-.

vocational training program
in high echool in whiCh you
are enrolled?

5. Are you pleased that,you took'
the 'program of vocational.4tudy.
instead of Otherschool work
while in high school?

Average

% of Responses

Yes-. Undecidk,0 No

.

74.8 13.9 10..4

93.9 2.6 2.6

84.31 13.0 1.7

84.1 5.2 9.6

.

80.0 2.6 15.7

*Percentages do not add up to 100%'fOr each question since
the responses were left blank by some individuali.

5 1
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their needs responded most favorably on the question related to

whether they were.learning useful skills and knowledge.. Though their

responses were less favorable regarding whether they were pleased

that they took the vocational program study, still 80% of the gxoup

of 115 individuals answered "yes." These data appear to indicate

that the disadvantaged vocational group of high school students

exhibited favorable gttitudes foward their vocatiOnal education

programa.

Throughout the preliminary and comprehensive studies of this

investigation, the\Attitudes Toward Vocational Programs scale was
\

.administere to-94 Socioeconomically nondisadvantaged students en-

rolled in vOcational programs. To answer the second research question
1.

_which aqed,how the oVerall Attitudes, of the.dnadvantaged vOcational

, .

gtoup Compared with that of a norm group of nondisadvantaged vocational

students, the ATV? was scored for b-oth groups (i.e., the norm group

of regular vocational.students and' the disadvantaged vocational

group). on a 3.0 scale. Means and F ratios for comparing the two

groups on each item and the total score of the ATV? are given in

_Significant differeFces showing.more !avoreble,attitu'des toward

d
vocational programs for the disadvantaged vocational group over a

norm group of nondisadvantaged vocational students were found for the

overall score on the ATV? and for tWo of the separate items on the

instrument. -The groups apparently.differed most on whether they liked

-
their vocational education training program better than other school

, work and whether or not they would recommend-the program to other
.

45
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Table 6

Comparison of'Means for Disadvantaged Vocational,(DV)
and Norm Groups of Regular Vocational Students (NDV)

on Items of the'STVP Scale

Item

1. Do you like your
vocational education
training better than
your other school work?.

2. Do you think that you
are,learning soMe skills
and information that will
help you to get and keep
a lob?

. Do you plan to finish
up your course of study
arial'graduate from high
school?

4. Would you recommend that
o4 of yodr friends take
the same vOcational training-
program in high ichool?

5. Are you plealtitthat you
.took the prbgram of -

vocational-Study instead
of other school work while
in high school?

Overall Attitude Score

Woup Means
DV NDV

(N=115) (N=94) Ratio

2.66 2.31 4.48

2.93, 2.88 1.16

2.73 2.66 1.84

4

2.71 2.52 5.02

2.69 2.51 2.78

13.72 11.69 6.42

*Significant at .05 level.

ab
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students.- In both cases, the disadvantaged vocational subjects

indicated the more favorable responses.

In summation, for data.derived from studying the first two research

questions, it appears=that the disadvantaged vocationL group, as

-

whole, Was more satisfied with its training 'program and expressed

more positiVe overall attitudes toward their vocational studies than

did the norm sample of nondisadvantaged vocational students.
0

.Conparison of Career Readiness Attieudes Among Groups

In order to describe the work readiness status for the disadvan

taged group-of rural, secondary students more succinctly, their

attitudes'kelated.to self in school, work Values and career maturity

weri compared with those of disadpantaged nonvocational and nondisadvan.

taged vocationarreference groups of.subjects. Two, types of statistical
r .

studies, univariate and multivariate,'were used-for making these

\\
comparisons.

Univariate Studies

Attitudinal dimensions of Ihe th4e graups as measured by the

Su= of Pupil Opinion (SURPO), Work Value Inventory,(WVI) and the

Career Maturity Inventory (CMI/4) served as criterion measures for

comparing means for the three groups as indicated in Research Question,

No. 3. Analysis of variance models with accompanying Scheffe tests

as post hoc measures were used'for analyzing data. The .05 level of

significave was employed f r rejecting statistical null hypotheses.

Attitudes Toward Self and School

, .

Subjects' attitudes toward self and school were measured with the

Survey of Pupil Opinion. The groups were compared on the three factors

4
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derived from this instrument, as well as the total self and schodl

score of the SURPO.

Comparisons of means for the-two disadvantaged groups of students

and the regular vocational students are presented in Table 7. Signi-

ficant differences were indicated in the univariate analysis of

variance models for each of the three factors, as well as the total
,Z)

score. When the Scheffe test was calculated for making comparisons
IT 4

among mean pairs, the relationships summarized in Table'8 reAulted.'

The disadvantaged students enrolled in quality vocational programs,

scored significantly different (p< .05) from the disadvantaged non-

vocational gtoup on all'four scales.of the SURPO.

On the Self.-als,,Student factor, found to correlate significantly

with overall self concept and overall grade point averages of students

in preliminary studies, the disadvantaged vocational group. s,cored

significantly higher with a mean of 43.74 than both the disa Oantaged

nonvocational (R=29.55) and the nondisadvantaged-vocational .6i=39.74)

groups. These data appear to indicate that students from the quality

vocational programs for disadvantaged saw themselves as dOing better

in school and as more interested in their school work than did their

counterparts who had riot studied in vocational programs. The'students

from the model progilams also expressed more positive self concepts

in school orientations than did the comparison group of nondisadvan-

taged vocational students.

On the Teacher Perception factor the disadvantaged vocational

group (R=12.78) scored significantly higher than both of the Other two

groups. Generally, these students from the quality programs appeared

5 8
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Table 7

Comparison of Attitudes Toward Self and School for Disadvantaged
Non-Voeational (DNV),Disadvantaged Vocational (DV) and

Non-Disadvantaged Vocational Students

Non-Vocational
Criterion Disadvantaged

. R S.D.

Self as Student 29.55 11.87

Teacher Perception; 11.09, 3.24

Social Perceptions 35.44 11.43

Overall School
Attitudes % 81.77 26.32

Vocational
Disadvantaged
R S.D.

Vocational.
Non-Disadli:
R S.D.

F
Ratio

**
43.74 6.83 39.74 7.41 65,61

**
12.78 2.57 10.83 2.87' 13.32 '

44.52 5.90 41.77 6.39 31.72
**

* *
107.85 12.87 96.74 14.83 49.59

"Significant at .0,1 level.
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to see teachers as expecting a more reasonable amount of work, as

being more fair and friendly and as being willing to help 'students if
. ,

asked. The disadvantaged non.vocational group and the nondisadvantaged

group with respective means of 11.09 and 10.83 did not differ signifi-
,-

cantly on this trait.

In pilot studies, the Social Percepons factor proved to be the

most difficult dimension of the SURPO instrument to validate. Some'

of the items, for example,which'Kilbane72) reported as associatede

,

with this factor, did not appear so In the rura7,iii,s5issini'sample

J, .. . ,

studied in preliminary investigations. In view of these studie0.,,I
,,,

4st,-, a .1' ,I

this subscale appearS to-bemost heayily.16aded dn;items which relate -.
. V

N. .. -
t

..;1.-;'..-. ih
primarily' to,intqr:-,pereOnal re/ation ips ip school between.students..'

-andteaqher andiClertudents, ahdparepts,Ad studepts.in school
.4i" ' . .

_ ..- , , . 1
, .

-relatee issiks. Persong who scotehigh ob'thislattor 'View .theMselves
4.

'

asrhiyi7 pbsit.Dve relaeions wiih teai' rsestwients Arid pArepts. on

.,8chOol relikted,P1sSIUes.

f .

. IA Scileffe :16s t

A. ter-pors a

lthenondisadvangged kratatiftal s
,

\,

aged vooptional groups

tor did not.diTfer.iftgniffcalltPY'ttom',
1

%4.

tyytip*;however, s4nilW/itly'Outipo.re8 the diSadvant ed Xvocational
if . y I; ,

e. .--row5 ..(X5.414)10ri ttas, dlnierision of ,beWaviaii...

-,r ..' _ , b
-The toka1 se&ie.idenoting over 11 sdlY,in.schol. Attitudes of

.'?' .

'. A
,

--, ,

, .

! . .

,

,.subject sini ed signifi'b, tlY,Amongthd'eKree groupeloThe
.

4+.
. d{sadvantagd vocat 'anal s
,.

. , ,- -, ;
s. f rom. qualtty progpms (R=1 7. 95)"

,

. .

,
--outscoTed ikem4ondtkadvantaged-fl tional grtuivas indicated

7> 14
ScItele test.,." Stsequeptl. Y .the n disadvantaged group (R=96.?4. 't.fhted-.

f 7
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s\

themselves higher on overap attitudes toward self in school than did

the disadvantaged group not enrolled in vocational programs (R=81,77).

Career Maturity

The progress of,the groups toward career maturity was measured bi

the attitude scale of Cfites' Career Maturity Inventory (CHI): F

ratios comparing the disadVantaged vocational, disadvantaged nonvoca-

tiQnal and the nondisadvantaged vocational groups of subjects are

given in Table 9. Mean differences predicted By the analysis of

variance model were confirmed,by utilizing the Scheffe test in post

hoc comparisons. At the .01 level all three groups were found to be

significantly different from each other on the attitude scalp of

the CMI. The nondisadvantaged group (R=33.62) scored significantly.

higher on this facet of'career maturity and the disadvantaged non-

vocational group scored low (R=20.26).. The

tional group with a mean of occupied the

on this scale, scoring significantly higher on

disadvantaged voca-

intermediate position

these attitudes than

the nonvocational group and significantly lower than the nondisadvan-
J.

taged group.

Then, utilizing Crites' instrument as a criterion,variable, the'
1'

attitudes of regular vocational students did appear to be 'More,

developed toward career maturity at the timeland under the conditions

of this study. The students in the special program, however, seemed

to be making More progres toward career maturity than were their

counterparts Who were not in vocational programs.

'Work Values

t4).

Significant:differences in 12 of the 15 assessed work values were

51
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Table 8

Results from Scheffe's Test for Comparing Group Means on
Factors`Mrived from the Survey of Pupil Opinion

F'actors Decisions at .05 level

Self as Student

Teacher Perceptions

.Social Perceptions

Overall School Attitude

DV=Disadvaftaged Vocational Group
DNV=Disadvantaged Nom4Vocational Group
NDV=Non-Disadvantaged Vocational Group

DV > NDV > DNV

DV >, DNV = NDV

DV = NDV > DNV

DV > NDV > DNV

Table 9

Career Maturity Measures for Disadvantaged Voclitanal;
Nondisadvantaged Vocational and Dfsadvantaged

Nonvocational GroOps

Groups S.D.

Nondisadvantaged Vocational 20.26

Disadvantaged Vocational 26.56

Disadvantaged Nonvocational 33.62

"Significqn4 at .01 level.

.6 2
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predicted among the three groups of.rural students in ihe variance

model.. 'The subscales of Super s. Work Value Inventory were employed

as:criterion variables. Means for the groups are presented in Table
,

10. fiesults discovered in the post hoc test'are given in Table 11:
iJ

A brief description Of each groups' rankings of the work values on

, -

the importance scale in Super s Work Value Inventory not only

illustrated the differences in motivations which existed in.the

population of rural secondary students studred but also suggested

the complexity orthe work values' patterns which these students

perce4d in themselves.

The disadvantaged vocational and nondisadvantaged VocItiOnal

groups with means of 11.99 and 11.14, resp'eCtively,.did not differ

significantly on their rankings of creativity as a Work value. Their

individual rankings generally ranged in the "moderately important"

to "important" range of Super's scale. ,The disadvantaged nonvocational

group with a mean of 7.41 scored significantly lower then both
,

vocational groups on this.trait. Hence, this group expressed less

motive for contributing new ideas or creating something new than di,

either of the-vocational groups of high school students.

Significant differences at the .01 level were found among all three

groups'on the management scale of work values. With a mean of 11.23,

the disadvantaged vocational-group\gave an oVerall rating'of "moderately

important" to the desire tophave authority over Others in'a job and

to the use of leadership abilities in work. With modal responses on

this scale also located in the-"Moderately importent" interval on

this trait, the nondisadvantaged vocational group odcupied the

6 3
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Table 10

Work Values for Disadvantaged Vocational, Disadvantaged
Nonvocationaland-Nondisadvantaged Vocational Students

Woris Values Disadvantaged.
Vosational
X S.D.

Diaadvantaged
Non-Vocational

X. S.D.

Non-Disadv.
Vocational
R S.D.

F

Ratio

**
Creativity 11.99 2.05 7.41 3.63 11.14 2.71 70.04

19 . **Management 11.23 2.07 6.94 3.61 10.01. 2.65 65.69

Achfevement 12.44 , 1.73 9.83 2.64 12.78 1.82 53.65
**

Suiioundings 12.55 1.72 11.86 .2.67 12,56 2.16 3.12*

Supervisory
Relations 1 .43 2.11 12:06 2.09 12.55 2.17 1.24

**
Way of Life 1 .98 1.94 11.30 2.32 11.42 1.61 27.55

Security 13.66 1.41 13.59 d 1.71 13.22 1.80 1.71

Associates 11.95 1.66 11.37, 1.99 11.77 2.13 2.47

Esthetics 11.37 2.15 9.66 3%22 9.49 2.63 15.26**

**Prestige 12.14 2.09 9.41 2:47 11.45 2.25 39.06

Independence 12.50 1.95' 8.13. 3.13 11.70\ 2.65 79.25**4
1

Variety lk.12 2.28 6.85 3.70 1R99 2.66 64.92

. .Economic

**Returns 14.04 1.49 13.08 1.99 13.16 41.81 9.41

Altruism '12.16 1.93 9.99 2.47 12.07 2.47 27.58**

Intellectual
.

StimUlation 12.06 1.87 6.80 3.67 10.68 2.56 96.50
**

*Significant at .05.1evel.
"SigniftObnt at .01 level.
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Table 11

Ristats of Scheffe's Test,for Comparing Means for
Work.Values of Three Groups on the Work.

Value Inventory

Work Value becision at .05 level

Creativity DV= NDV >DNV

Management DV> NDV >DNV

Achievement NDV= DV >DNV.

Surroundings . NDy= DV:=DNV

Supervisory Relations 'NDV= DV =DNV

Way of Life NDV= DV >DNV

Security DV= DNV =NDV.

'Associates DV= NDV =DNV

Esthetics DV> DNV =NDV

.Prestige DV= NDV >DNV

Independence DV= NDV >DNV4

Variety DV= NDV >DNV

Economic Returns DV>'NDV =DNV

Altruism DV= NDV > DNV

Intellectual Stimulation DV:.>NDV>DNV

DV=Disadvantaged Vocational Group .
DNV=Disadvantaged Non-Vocational droup
NDV=Non-DisadVantaged Vocational Group

6 5



intermediate position of the groups compared on_the management work

value. They scored significantly lower than the disadvAntaged

vocational group,and significantly higher than the disadvantaged

nonvo cational group. The disadvantaged nonvocational group with a

mean of 6.94 rated management as "of little importance" as work

valde.

Ranking achievemeq from "moderately important" to 'Important",

the disadvantaged yoCational group .(R=12.44) and the nondisadvantaged
-

group (X=12.78) rated the acfiievement work value significantly higher

than did the disadvantaged .nonvocational group. The group of disadvan-

taged,students in regular schoOl programs, with a mean of 9.83,

appIrently considered personal recognition of their own accomplishments;,

the dimension of values measured on the achievement subscale, to be of

less importance.

Though a signifi'cant difference in Means-for the three- on

the surroundings subscale of Super's instrument Was predicted by the

variance model at the .05 level, this prediction was not substantiated

by the Scheffe test,. With means ranging from 11.86 to 12.55, members

of all three groups tended to rate the need foT cOmfortable and

pleasant work facilities as moderately ;1.mportant on the Super

instrument.

-

The three groulis-, also, did not differ significantly on the value

of.having, favorable supervisory relations at work.. All three of tile.

. groups rated this value as "ibportant." Meang for the groupS ranged

from 12.06 to 12.55 on this work value scale.

Waving a job that would allow them to lead the kind' of life they

6 (3
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4

would most enjoy rated highly as amork valtie for both groups of

students enrolted in vocational classes. At the .05 leirel, however,

the disadliantaged nonvocational group with a mean of 11.30 averaged

significantly lower od.his Scale han the other two grOups.

.The secprity dimension of gis instruNent isprojected by Super

(1970) as refleCting work values associated with job continuity.

In the analysis of variance, no significant differences were

.e -
discovered among.the means for the three-gr ups on this work value

dimension. OVer'90% of all subjects rankk1 security from "important"

"very iMportant" as a characteristic of their preferred job.

Though the variance model indicated an F ratio in comparison of

the means of the three groups which a6roached Significance (p< .08),

no mean;differences in the associates work.values were verified at

the n5 level on the Scheffe test.. With group means ranging from

- 11.37 to 11.95, ninety percent of all dtbjects rated the value Of-

:having good.contacts and forming friendships with fellow.workers as

"moderately important" on the.work value scale.

The desire to make attractive products, to add beauty to the world

and to have artistic,ability in olle's work are the dimensions-of'

values elasaified by Super as esthetics. With a Mean of 11.37, over

90% of the'disadvantaged vocational students in this study rated,

esthetics as "moderately important" to "important" as a work value.
,

At the .05 level, both nondisadvantaged. Vocationa group (X=9.49)'-'

and tha disadvantaged nonvocational gro -(R=9.66) scored themselves

in thd lower range of the "moderatelyJmportant" range on this work

value.

Cv-.1

6 7
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The tWo vocational groups of subjeas did not differ significantly
I

on the value of prestige in their future jobs. The disadvantaged,

vocational group with-the mean of 12.14 and the nopdisadvantaged
_

group with a mean of 11.45 both rated!the need togain prestige in

'their field as an "important." work value. In contrast:With ihean.

of 9.41 On this scale, the disadvantaged nonvocational group Of

skudents appareptly gave signifiCWntly iess importanee to the work

value of prestige. Ninety-five percent of their group rated prestige

as a n moderately important" woxk value.

The attraction of independence in work as ch'aracterized by.Super

as the opportunity to make one's own 'decisions and to be ohe's own

boss, also Appeared to be-significantly less appealing,to the

disadvantaged nonvocational group of studeneS as a work value. 'When

the scores of three groups were compared'on this.trait, the non-
,

Vocational students were found to have rated themselve significantly

lawer (R=12.50) and the nondisadvantaged (R=11.70) voCational groups

of.students were found in the "important" range as specified on

Super'S instrument.

WitH a 'mean of 6.85,. ninety-five 'percent or the disadvantaged

nonvocationAl group wert found to rate variety as "of little

importance"'as a work value. Agairl, the means for disadvantaged

vocational group and the nondisadvantaged vocational groups did not
,

differ significantly on this work value. At the4.05'level they both

rated this dimension of work values dharacterzed by the 'desire to

.0

do many different things in work as significantly more impOrtare

than did the nonvocational%group of disadvantaged apbjects. The:means.

58
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for the disadvantaged and nondisadvantaged vocational groups,

respectively, were 11.12 and 1

,

Thevalue of,good-economic returns fdr,work was considered,

"important" by 95% of the disadvantaged yocational group. With a ,
A

mean of 14.04, they rated this work value significantly higher than

did the disadvantaged nonvocational,and tfie nondisadvantaged voca-
l)

4**

tional gi-oups..4 The latter two groups,did not differ significantly

in their evaluations of the importance of ecOnomic returns as a work

motivator. All three groups' scores on this value were generally

distributed in the "iMpOrtant".range.

-Altruism, the desire to puraue work in helping others or to add

to th\well-being of other people, appeared to be more characteristic

of the work values associated with the-two vocational groups of

subjects. With means of 12.164And 12.07, respectively, the disalkan-

taged and nOndisadvantaged vocational groups, considered altruism as,
4

an "important" work value. At the .05 level on/the Scheffe test,

Z-
lower.''mean (X=9.99) on this subscale: Over 95% of thesestudents

.)

advantaged nonvocational group were found to have a significantly

marked ktruism as "moderately important" on the Super instrument.

. In redationship to intellettal stimulation, the disedvilltaged

nonvocaiional saMple of subjects scored themselves signiftcantly -

lower (X=6.80) on the desirability of needing to stay alert, or to

have to keep solving new problems, at work. With a mean of 10.68

on this dimension of work values, the 6 disadvantaged vocational*

group scored significantly higher than the disadvantaged nonVocational

group and significantly lower tfian,..the disadvantaged vocationa1.gtoup

59
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(R=1.2.00. Generally, the disadvantaged vocational students rated

int,eliectual stimulation in work as "important" while the nondisadvan-

taged students scored this value as "moderately important" and,

finally, the nonvocational group rated the need to keep. mentally

alert as "of little importance" as a work value.

From the above analysis of data it appears that the work values ,

of the two vocational groups are more nearly alike,than those of any

of the;onther-pairs of grohs studied.- In relationship to the

nondisailyantaged group of students, the disadvantaged students from

'1;3

highly.recommended vocaticrIal programs did not differ significantly.

on the.following 11 of

supervisory relationsi

-

0

Super's 15 work values: security, associates,

Creativity, achievement, way of life, prestige,

independence; variety, and altruism. Significantly higher meancv

however, were found for the Aisadvantaged students in the vocational

programs and the

regular programs

.economic returns,

sample of nondisadvantaged students studying in

on work values related to intelleCtual *,timulatiOn,

esthetics and management.

.41

When compared with ehe disadvantaged nonvocational group,the
3

work values for subjects in the exemplary programs.of vocational

education for disadvantaged were found to be significantly'higher

in 11 areas:

esthetic

4 and intel

,creativity, management, achievement, way of life,

value aCales

1
.be,sienificantly lower than Were those for ehe nondisadvantaged--

-
stigei independence,-variety, economic-returns, altruism ,

eial stimulation. AlSo, means for nine of the wOrk

for the disadvantaged nonvOcationaligroup were found to

vocational group. The measures op which they di4red were creativity; fi

7 0
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management, achievement, way of.life, prestige, independence, variety,

altruism and in'ellectual stimulation.

As can be seen on Figure 1 (Page 60) where the means for the three

groups on all 15 of the work values studied are graphically depicted,

the disadvantaged nonvocational groupmconsistently as appeared to

'rate most of the work values lower than did either of the other

two groups. Howev*, since this group did rate security and economic

;
returns in the "important" range this discrimination appears to offer

supportive evidence that they did not give an overall negative rating

pattern on the instrument. By a carefulexamination of the trend

slopes among the pattern of the groups' responses on the graph, it

can be noted that group means for thrs nonvocational group, though

often significantly lower, did generally appear to follow the same

pattern of rises and slumps as did the other two groups. The two

mLt noticeable discrepancies were the lower means for the nOnvoca-

tional subscales. Some investigators have suggested that perhaps

the most meaningful implications in work values studies are not those

found in between group comparisons, but rather in intra-group

comparisons of means: e.g., perhaps more can be learned about the

work motivators of subjects with similar training or experiences

by ranking-the means far specific work values within the group to

determine their order of importance for a specific group.

tia

How, then, did subjects in each of the groups fn this study rank

,r4b.
the work values in order of importance within their own group? To

investigate this relationship, Super (1970) suggested.that more

40ttion should be paid to the two or three work values which subjects
,- I II
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FIGURE 1

MEAN WORK VALUES FOR THREE GROUPS OF SECONDARTSTUDENTS

CR MA AC SU Se WL SE AS ES IN VA ER Al, IS

fr

72 ' 'II DISADVANTAGED NON-VOCAT4NAL'CROUP

A NON-DISADVANTAGED VOCATIONAL GROUP
.

DISADVANTAGED VOCATIONAL GROUP

CR=CREATIVITy

MA=MANAGEMENT

AC=ACRIEVEMENT

SU=SURROUNDINGS

SPSUPERVISORY

RELATIONS

WL=WAY OF LIFE

SE=SECURITY

AS=ASSOCIATES

ES=ESTHETICS

PR=PRESTIGE

IN=INDEPENDENCE

VA=VARIETY

ER=ECONOMIC

RETURNS

AL=ALTRUISM

IS=INTELLECTUAL

STIMULATION
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tional Programs,.1tWas found-that these students valued.economic

returns, security; and way oflife associated with a job as signiji-"

k

cantly more important than any of'the other values assessed by

Super's instrument. They also rated management, esthetics and variety

as significantly less important. The other work values appeared to .

occupy a medium level of precedence in i'heir responses when the,means

were compared. The correlated t ratios computed

group means comparisons are given in Table 12.

in these within

T ratios for comparing means for the work values scores for the

disadvantaged nonvocational group are listed 1.1-;Tabl-1e 13. It was

discovered that this group valued security,

favorable work surroundings' (in that order)

important in work. Within their own group,

economic returns and

as significantly more

they rated means for

intellectuail stimulation, esthetics and creativity as.significantly

less important.

The nondisadvarMaged vocational students favored the same work

values, economic returns,,way of life and security, as significantly

more import nt as did the disadvantaged vocational group. Also., in

agreement w th the disadvantaged vocational group, they appeared to
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Work Values AC MA AC

Creativity

Management

Achievement

Surroundings

Supervisory,

Relations

Way of Life

Security

4%

Associates

Esthetics

Prestige

Independence

Variety

Economic Returns

Altruism

Intellectual

Stimulation'

-3.19A i 2.84**

5.70
*

Table' 12

T Ratios Comparing Means for Work Values Among

Disadvantaged Vocational Students# ,

SU SR VI SE AS ES PR _IN VA ER AL

*

2.99

6.07
*

.45

*

2.23

*

4.57

-.09

-.52

4,58
*

A

7.45

*

2,32

-11i.

2.46

*

7.76

*

10.30

*

6.34

*6.11

*

6.10

*

3.75

.36

*

3.53

*

-2.34

-3.25*

*

-2,08

° *

-4.91

-9.55
*

*

-3.15

.23

*

-5.20

*

-6.77

-5.08

*

-11.78*

3.20

*

,

1.14,

*

4.38,

-1.26

-1.69

-1.11

-3.37
*

-7.68*

,92

*

3.88

2.75*

A

5.95

.25

2,21

%

,31

-1.95

-6.65*

2,67

*

5.95

1.49'

*-3.07

-,82

*

-5.96

*

-6.71

-5.71
*,

-7:64*

-10.78*

-4.08*

-1.06

-4,25

*

*9,68

At

12.36

*

10.13

*

7.62

9.35

5,40*

2.5e

12.25

*

12.15

8.75,

*

1,22

*

3.95

-1.64

-1.91

-1,40

-3,73
*

*-7.69

.81

*

4,34

-,08

,87

*

3.59

*

-2.39

-2,30*

-1.60

r319.4

-,36

.47

*,

3,62

-.43

* *

-6.52 .7.93 -1.60 -2.56

*, * *

13,05, 4..65 4.24

*
40;44 -11,18

-.41

7 6

'Negative Ilstios indicate smaller means for horizontally listed variables.

* Significant at .05 level.



Table 13

T Ratios Comparing Means for Work Values Among

Dfladvantaged NOnVOcational Students #

Work Values
1 CR MA AC SU SR' SE AS ES PR

Creativity' -2.10
*

10.39

*

12,71
*

12.80 11,36
*

15,60
*

8,88
*

'6,06

*

6,65

*

' * * * * * *Management 13.60 12.37 15.95 15.99 17.02 10.85 6,52 9.52

Achievement
*

6,95
*

9.43
*

6,89

*

12.86

*

6.60 -.50 -1.97

Surroundings .65 -1.61 6.52 1.50 -7,15. -8.45

Supervisory

* *

* * *1
Relations -3.89 6,69 -2.71 -6.64 -10.93

* * i
We of Life

9.62 .26 4.38 -9.54

* * ..4

Security
-11.26 -11.45 -16.55

Associates
-5.07

*

-7.29

*

Esthetics
-,78

Prestige

Independence

Variety

Economic Returns-:.

Altruism

Intellectual

Stimulation

/Negative T Ratios indicate smaller means for horizontally listed variables.

*Significant at .05 level, (df.92)
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IN VA ER

2,19

*

-2,18* 14,07*

*

5.30 -.41 15,48*

-7.33 -12.76
*

-10,86

*

-9,97 -11.92 4.10

o ?

*e *

-14.60. -154

* *

42.05 45.66
1

tli *

-15.55 -16.48

3.99
*

6,71

*

-3,20

-9.14

*

*-10,88

-3.77 -6.44

,*

-5,91 1 -8,90

-6.20

AL IS

9.81*

*11,04

.93

*

-689

-2.85$

-.64

-13.98

-12,77

-8.21
*

-15,32

*

-5.65 -14.91

* .

-13,81 -16.86

*

61 -4.64 =10,87

9,79 1.43 -6.70

1;1

* *13,84 2.58 -8.72

,

13.83 6.00* -4.98 '

*

14.45 10,42 -.18

-11.95 .14,79*

.64



,00

,rate management and esthetics as less important work values. Diverging

somewhat from the disadvantaged vocational subjects, however, they

.considered intellectual stimulation as less important in their ragbing
-7

-

f work values. Means for these last three variables were significantly.-

-lower than those derived for work values within this nondisadvantaged

group. T ratios comparing the pairs of correlated means fornonvoca-

tional students ire giVen in Table 14.

A consensus of these data on work values seems to indicate that

all three groups studied appeared generally to favor the work values

whirh Super (1970) characterized as materialistic' (security, economic

returns). They differed, however, on the'values which had best

attraction for them.

In comp,irison to the disadvantaged nonvocational subjects, the

disTvantaged vocational group appeared to be motivated more by the

self expression (intellectual stimulation, creativity, variety) arid

behavior control (management, Prestige, independence)" dimensions of

future work.

In comparison to the more socioeconomically advaigtaged group, the

differences appeared more complex. In the area of self expression,

however, the disadvantaged group appeared to be more motivated by

self expression values such as varfetv,and intellectual stimulation.

At the same ttme, they were alSo motivated by economic returns

(materialistic) and management values (behavior control) than were

the nondisadvantA,Ed studentS.

Summary Of Univariate Data

In the univariate analyses conaucted with analysis of variance
.

106.1
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Table'14

T Ratios Comparing Means for Wqrk Values 4mong

Nondisadvantaged Vocational Studentsg

Work Values CR MA AC SU SR Wt SE AS ES PR IN VA ER AL. IS

Creativity

Management

Achievement

Surrounding's

Supervisory

Relations

,

Way of Life

c' S.4 -ecurity

Associates

Esthetici

, Prestige

,

Independence

Variety

Economic Returns

-3 69

*"

,

*

5.85

*

8,62

*

4.33

*

7.56

-.84

*

4.83

*

7.96

-1.00

-.06

*

711

*

10.57

3.16

*

4.08

*

3,63

*

6.44

*

11.13

1.77

*

2.33

2.72
*

-.80

2.04

6,21

-3.83 ,

A

-3,16

-2.87

-7,17
*

-632
*

*

-4.86

-1.47

*

-10.82

*

-10.04

-10.64

*

-12.16

*

-11.35

*

-7.43

1.09

5.65
1!

*

-4.80

*

-4.45

*

-4.13

A.

-8.16

*

-6.50

-1.34

, *

6.74

1,60

*
5.60

*

-3.23

*

12.29

*

-2.24

it

-5.85

*
-4.89

-.21

A.
5.32

.89

-.46

2,87
*

*

-5.78

*
-4.89

*

-4.90

-8,37*

*
-6,90

-2.34
*

*

4.00

-1,63

-1,87

*

1,71

*

11,39

1.43

*

2,19

. 2.47*

-1 12,A

i.28

*

6.13

10,58*

7.04

4,84i*

*

6.63

*

2.60

It

4.92

-2.77

-1,62

\ -1.50

*

-4.68

*
-3,47

.

.84

7.71
*

1.72

.76

*

2.91

.

-3.14

-1.34

1,81

-7,53

-5.25

-5.82

-8.86"

*
-8.33

-3.14*

*

3,12

*

-2.11

*

-.73

-7.99

Altruism

-4.40
*

, 4

Intellectdal . A
Stimulationt ,

/Negative T Ratios indicate smaller means for horizontalty lfsted variables.

*Sfgnificant at .05 level.
'
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nd t test statistics, the disadvantaged vocational group differed on.

15 of the 20 attitudes studied. They differed from the nondisadlOntaged

vocational group on only eight of these same traits.. From these data
4

it appears that'the two groups in vocational education were ure alike

in these attitudes than were the two disadvantaged groups. The.two

disadvantaged groups of rural youth differed on work values asspciated

by Super with self expression, behavior Control and goodness of

Generally, all three groups appeared more motivated by the'materialistiv

sr,segmepcs of the futilre work experience, however. In car4d1- maturity

attitudes, the disadvantaged vocatiqOal studentg attending the model'

programs ranked in an Intermediate positilon between the disadvantaged

MonVocational group and the nondisadvantaged vocational students. 'On

self in school attitudes, with the exception of social rplations, the

,digadvantaged vocational group displayied signiftcantly more positive

attitudes.

Multivariate Studies of Group Differences

In univariate studies of differences among disadvantaged vocational,

disadvantaged nonvocational and nondisadvantaged vocatipnal groups;

several overlaps of data Opeared to exist. _As can be nOted in Table

15, relatively high coriela on coefficiyits existed among the 20

o

attitudinal measures employed-as criteriommeasures in the reported

analyses.° This observtion suggested that Perhaps a mUltivariate

approach to which _the three groups could be simultaneously compared

on the best interacting pattern of personal traits-might be more

appropriate. The multivariate approach would eliminate utilization

of redundant variables in final group descriptions and woUld also allow



P

Self as Student

S/S TP SP

Table 15

,. Simple Correlation oft13Selected Personal

Variables for Combined Croups

0 CMI-A CR 'MA AC SU SR WI, SE AS ES PR IN VA ER AL IS
41:

Teacher Perceptions
1

Social Perceptions

1.00
4

,62. 1,00

.73 .54 1.00

Overall School Attitude (OSA) ,93 .72 .90 1,00

Career Maturity MI-A)

' Creativity (CR). '

Management (MA) '

Achi vement (AC).

Ch ,

42 Surroundings '(SI)

Supervisory Relations (SRO,,Y...`

Way of Life (WL)

Securite (SF)
0 "

.41 .29 ..40 ,44 1,00

.49 .29 .45 .49 .31 1.00

.43 .22 .41 ,.43 .28 .64 1,00

.29 . .49 ..54, .3f .64 .58 1.00

1100 1/7
.32 .19, .20 .29 .30 .36 .33 .49 , ..34 1.00

.23 .3r .36 .32 .41 , .47 .53 .29 .51 1.,t3

.13 :05 ..10 .12 .1; .20 .21 .28 ,35 .38 .36 1.00

Associates (AS) .,.00 -;03 -.06 -.03 -,05 .15''' .26 .17 .30 .28 ,39 .43 1.00 4 -.is, . 4.. ,
r

,Esthitics '(ES) , .ir.32 ,` .23 .19 .28 .10 .48 .33 .35 .49 ,32 .27 .28 .32
.,,

cRiestige (PR) .32 .22 .28 .32, .21 .49 .59 ,r.4.6 .40. .38 ..5.0 ,,,p :40.152 1,0p;.,
,

r, . ff

Independence (IN) .31 .15 ,34 ,33 .25 .50 . .64 .49 .28 .33 .4,7 .25 : .26 '' ,25 ij..56 1.00
..I. °

Variety (VA) 0 . .41,. .27 .43 ,47. .30 .55 ,61 ,57 .27 .38 .48" .16 .19 .28 ,: .47. .58 4,I.,

EcononliC Returns (ER) ,10 -.01 .L03 .07 .11 .25 . .24!, .32 .26 .41. .30 -:;55 .35 .., :, 1 337 .26., 9 1.op i

,.

i..-.,..Altruism'IAL) .,51 .34 .41 :.50 .34 .511' .38 .61, .41, .39 .44 ;27 .18; . .46 .30 .21..` .4 !21.i0 t.
.

,, ,

iie11ectua1 St1mii1atIOrk:,'(18) -54 ,.39 .51, .57 ,,46 .63. ,60.., .68 :2,7 . 7 '..45,:, ..23 45, .01' .4149 ,50'.:40

(4! ¶

,.....0,-

.1., rj,.,

...' 51;r7
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qr.. ,

for a more careful consi eration of interactiyariablea.
1

,

A series of dOcrimi,nant analySis.functionir were 'plotted in whiCh

different combinations Of the 20 attitude sca*S On;'Which esponses

for all 278 subjects were available were cOnSidered as discriminant

variables. Essentially, the four sub_ileaearCh questions explored at

,this point were: (A) What is the best combination of thg 20 attitudinal

variables for discriminating among the,-thkee groups?. (B) How

ef*Aive are :meaSurements from ea.ch bf the respective instruments

with multiple subscaleb (WVI and SUt/py of Pupil, Opinion) as

j
predictors of the groups to which the subjeocts werellW40ed on a

prinrity basis because of their edueational and socioetbnomic

,bacIt.ground?.(C) What influence, if any, 46;Atig vdriables of.age,

sex and.raCe have in interacting with the attitudinal measures in

ftscriminattng,*mong the groups?- These subproftems:conCerned

alyses' for ftnswering the fburth, fifth, sixth and seventh major

.research :.questions.

Two different statiVical programs in
ir

Idata to answer these,used td examine

discriminant anal

was emplaved

44

'W

discriminant analysis were"

creStions. '5;irst, a seepwise

ogram developed by Nie and Associates (1975)

to determine the order of influence for the variables

Then, a multiPle group discriminant

40,

n the dperiminating function.

\ analysis uogram

Dixon (1973) was

from the Biomedical_ SeriestMDO5M) edited hy

used to predict group membership

subjects on the basis

for each of thlo

of tfieir measured attitudes. Altogether; seven

different discriminvtfiodels were derived,featur;ing different

combination of va

,

ables in the funct ons.0

8 o ,f"
70



Total Model Pre s of Group Differences

Intellectual st urmtion as a work value was demonstrated to-be

!the most influential variable in differentiating among the three
.t.271

groups of subjects classified as disadvaniaged vocational; nondisadvan-

taged vocational and disadvantam4d nonlpcational, respectively, in .

the stepwise discriminant.model. F ratios for assessing the,

differential significance of the variance of the_20 attitudes aeasured

by the Survey of Pupil Opinion, the Work Value Inventory and the

Career Maturity Lnventory in the discrininant function Bre in Table j-

16.

After the variance in the differential model associated with -

intellectual stimulation had been removed, the. Attitude Scale of the

Career Maturity Inventory was the next s icant function to

discriminate among the three groups (.01 le71). Then, in the
(.1

following order seven Other attitudinal subscales were:found to

40
discriminate among thetroups of high school students: teacher

perceptions (.01 level), independence (.01 level), self as student

(.01 level), supervisory lations (.01 level),, achievement Ott04e level

economic returns (.05 1 ) and security (.05;level).
,

Av

h one exception, i ferences on all of the nine v 'able;

found to be significan criminators among groups had pieviously

been found in'the te Stbdies '(See,T4bles:8,9 and
IP'

a sepaAate prediCior44 three groups appeared to beequal in their

asSessmentsof the importance of good'superviSory relations af a
-

work value. In the discriminant set, lioweve'r, it was found-to

8 6

71,
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TOtile 16

0SurnniaryApf Order Of-Entry for Twenty Attitudinal Measures
is*TimisOking'Ydriables Ainong Three

.

Step.

No.

Varidlile Entered-4f*.
/ - Enteric!

Intellectual StintUlation

2. Career Maturity:Attitudes

3. Teacher Perceptions

4. Independence.

Self as Student

6. SunervisonviRelations

7. Achievement

. 8. Econoinid Returns

9. Security

10. Social Perceptions

11... Esthetics

. 4. Associates

.13. Surroundings

Creativit

Alinagement

Variety_

'140411104K,

Attitudd

$

"Significant at .IK level.
**

Significant at a..0,1 level.
)ow

72

6 7

:

54.21
**

12.60
**

**
11.82

8.78
**

**9..

6.4,9

6.03*

4.12
4

2.51

.2.24

2.94

2.04

1.42 .2559

1.14 .2537

1.36 .42511

111 :2489

:94 .2471 '

. 53 .2A1

. 31 .2455

4252 A.,v

.3893.!

.3581

.3363

13219492:

.2969

.2783

\,i2731

.26 86



eonttibUte a;signifiCant amount of variance to the diffei4 set

Hence, in cotbination With the ótèr variables tile influehce

"Pr
of this work measUre

it did as a singl

Iii Table 17,

the stepwise dis

apparently discriminated more

on.

effectively than

the F Tatios for comparint groups at each level of

iminant analysis model are given. As seen on this

tab?e significent di

set Of groups

ferences at the

compar at each stage

.01 level exfsted among each

t
of the stenwis discrimination

analysis. It ca* e noted, however, that ,the F rat o depicting

significant differences in the collective means for the disadvantaged'

vocational group and the nandisipantaged vocational group (F=17.71),.

was 147er than. thatIcalculated when the disadvantaged vOcational

gToxp was compared with the,disadvantaged nonvocational group

AP.33',68) end the nondisadVantaged vocational groups was competed

.with the disadvantaged nonvocational group. These data offer some

Y's a,
support for the cbnceptuglized model advanced for-Cared develbpment

., .

bf the disadvantaged students in the special Programs.-

. In this aa4fysis.'ehe 15 variables foui:?to disc rimina, t&signifi-
,

".

'..

k.

cantly between the dtiadvantaged Vocational group and.the two.

f reference groupstwas reduced/to mAine variablesithe Atli, es scale
' i

.

0.-

AV
ofAtat,CMI, f4ve workoyalUes (11Wlectual stimuletion-,. independence,

achieement, economic rpt

-
attitudes "related toaelf*in

v.stuClent and social percepti6ns400:

and ecurAy and threejectOrs of,
4

school. .(teacher percep*ns, self as

*73
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Table 17
rf,

F Ratios Comparing Differences in Three Gioups at Each
Step of Stepwise Discriminant Analysis

,

Step
No. Variables in Equation

2. IS+CMI(A)

3. IS+CMI(4)+TP

IS+CMI(A)+TP+IN'.

A,2+TP4-IN+S/S
_

(A)+TP4-IN+S/S+SR

9,*

GroupSC.Fmpai-e-d
DV:-DNV DV:NDV DNV:NDV

**
182:22** 10.84 ** 77.56

91.61** 48170 83.68
**

4*

61.11
**

40.17 67.08*

55 . 21**
** **

30.24 55.34

50.37 to 24.68** 46.38
**

** . **
3 057 41.99

P+IN+S/S+SR+
5AC41.1 20.27** 41.14**

, ** -.a ** **
.34,45 19,95 12.65

.-.;

**
IS+CMI(A)+TPA694S+SR+AC+ER+SE a 13,68 ,17.71 30.47

IS+ 1.iCINI-S/S+SR71-AC+fR

"
'.7 ,

ttf'.
;I:4?

^

..**Significant at .01 level.4.

tt
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/Influence of Subscales of Instruments as Group Discrimination

Super's-Work Values as Discrithinators

In the next discriminant analysis model developed to seek the

*best combination.of attitudinal variables for differentiating among-
,

the thxee groupsof subjects, a stepwise discriminant program was
. to

.plotted in whichonly, t'he 15 work values assessed by S4dr's Work

Value Inventory were.:imployed as predictors of group differences.

A sutmary table of F ratios'for discriminanfunctions inIthis

geodel are- given in Table 18 in7the.order wIich they emerged in the
stepwise progtams. In this analysis where work yalues composed_ the

.

.total set*of functions, Seven Of the value subgcales i4erOlind,to,
:A'

,
discriminate among the thieeolgroups. *In o-tdex7of.their,influen e

1
in describing the characte ,2ations ofthe'group they were as

_

;?
. follows : -:(11,intellectual stimulation: (F=94.21) f (2) independe4i

c

t'.:., !-: ,,,. N.

-

(F=13.541: (3) abhievement (F=11.09); (4) estbeticw (F=11.96)%

6Y-SUTietvisory'relations (F=6.75); (6) ecOiiomic returns:,(1"..5,33)
,

*affidi.(7.):aecurity (F=3:96.
-w

'

Statistics ap, eq6ivalent'F ratios describilk,,group d fetences
.... . ,,,..,

,-, -

. ii: ..'
. :./. \

. '.4 ..ii...

as:wedicted by'the. stepwiSeediscrim1nan00equation are-.004.n.in Table
.,

'''
AR'.A!. -.Ar. .,,r.

19 P.4zi'f,e.a.c.A step of the analysis.
;r*:,..: ,.,,, . :,;:e-.

....

et*.Aata..the ..,,r .* allies' scores apPgar to be...-Orterrrelatingtitri k if

^

somew1-t tetl 34;1*.nekifeY 40:included with other atAtudinal

in the dit101,04h411$.,funCtiohan when they comprise the
, ,

totaketof 20 predictor attitudinalva440111111100 r
.

ile:, ..

. , .. . ,

: ,
, ,

, .

,,,,.- ,

model containing-only 15, work ilalueS; forelcOtPle,eathetics572:
. . .. ...

. .

e.,
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Table 18

Summary Table Indicating Order of Entry of Separate
Work Values in Stepwise Discriminant Analysis

Step
No.

Variable Entered

at,

1: ,.. llectual Stimulation'.
,

2. 'Indepttndence

,

:4: Esthetics

.

F to U-Statistic
Enter.

94.21 '.593-4
J *

11.54 ..5401 .

. Achievement. . 11.(19** ,4995
o 1

11.96** .4591
,

-.5.. Supervisory R(lations 4075* .'.4373

*
73.6. Economic Returns 5 .4195

41 *
7. ' Security 3.96 .4075,

8. Way of Life

9. Variety

10. Management

11. Creativity'

14 Surroundings

13.

.14 Altruist

15. Prestige

Associates

, 3:27 .3978
..

O. 2.54, .403 OP

1.68 ,3854

.,'
41092 .349

1.30 .3762

1423
1.01

1.08 if '4te 7q3

.81 .3680

*Significant. at j/5 level.
**

Significant at .01 Iemel.

91

76



Table 19

F Ratios Contrasting Sepk-ate Pairs of Groups in Each Step
of Wscriminant Model When super's Work:Values Were-.

Employed as Predictor VariableS. :0

, Step
.., .,

-- No. Variables in Function dft

.

2.

IS

IS+IN

l,24

2,25'!"

3, IS+IN+AC 3,274
.;;

4..

-5:

IS+IN+AC+ES.

latrIS+IN+AC+EVlkI

4,273

5,272

6. JS+IN+AC+ES+SR+ER 6,27f

,

7. IS+IN+AC+ES+SR+ER+SE 7 270

S.

*
Significant at .05 eve/.

"Significafit at .41 1 vel.

,I.

.Di:DWi DV:NDV ND DNV

182.22** ,10.84
**

m

.77.56*
Y

**
110.51 ' 552**

,

_

74.77
** **

11.25

5 *711,',,4; ,:;?k:f. .:4::...:1_,-.

**
55.87

40.25*

41.53**

37.50**

36.84
4*

** **
13.98 32.32-

**
28.11

**

23.89**

14.03**

#.92

21.52
**

4



e
...value of having work which creates beautiful things, was demonstrated-

as explaining a significant amount (p< .01) of the between group
0 - 4

variances in comparing the three groups. In the larger'set, however,

this variable was nIt fou0 to be statistically SignifiCant, as a

. discriminator. In conjunction with th larger set of variables,

alsO; the achievement work did not,q ar./to be quite So influential

as a discriminator as it appeared in the smaller Model since it

entered the function as the fourth work valueA. n the largekmodel and

as the third wori Value in the smaller model. The main difference

'demonstrated here appeared tp b% that in association with the self

4 and school attitudes and the career maturity attitude6, achievement

as a work value was foun'd to be more signiffcant than the supervisory

_-
relation ? work value as a discriminator among groups. The reverse,-..

however, was true when :the work values weie allb utilized as

predictors'94.1irOtip differences.

Self and School AttituBes as Discriminators: o,.'

In Table 20 ate given the F ratios for ewe variance contributed

by each of the subscales arid the,totai score of ihe §trvey of Pupil

Opinion when theSemeasures comprised th4- total set of discrimiriant

variables. TWO of these ipriaWlesl:the Olf-as-gtudent subScal4 and
the teacher:relationshipf sub;'Caie'.were, fovnd to.diaCriminate

11,.41.4400."'. :
.!'7Org:','

Significantlyamong th roups witW-F ratios to enter or 64.94 and

16...32c; respectively.'9Group differences as determined.at each phase
,

.

.

of the dlscriminant arialysis are giVen in Table 21. /n this model

reatricted to a

(

tit4de measures taken from the Survey of'..pPil
. .-

k-:_ # --

. ,_

0 inf n, alone,.the self-as-st Subscale apparently was more4,

.9 r
'78 .

46,
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Table 20

Summary, Table Indicating. Variablps from the,Supey,of.:PuRil
-Opitton Which Discrimtat S- ifi&aneIy-,Among 'Groups, ' , . j
Varidgi'e:tO Enter

1. ' Self. s Student

2.

'KS

Teachetf.Perceptions
. _

,3. Overall Attitude Score

4. Social Perceptions

F to
Enter U -Statistic

0.,33
.6792

.6069

.6046

6038

4
**Significant at .01 level.

,,,Table 21

Comparing .Groups on Set of Discriminant Attitudes Measurea by
the Survey of Pupil Opjnion

Step_ ,--Viriables in

Equation , DV:DM( DV:NDV 41*:DNV
4

1. Self as Student

'Teacher Perceptions

127.81**

69.96
**

/ficant at ,Olulevel.

,



."

influential than the teacher perceptions subscale as a discriminator
. ,

among the groups:of high .Ehool StUdents.. The'reverse wasAktlie-in

the larger model where these variables are

set of variablesas the work values And the

Career Maturity Inventory aS:discriminators

vocational, disadvantawd.nonvocational.and

vocational groups. AP

As notedables ,-19 and 21, either

dThcriminont models explored

,

considered.in the same

attitudes measures of the

among the disadvantaged

th* nondisadvanted

,

of the three stepwise

thus far described a function of

tifferences tong the three

of subjects at everY-.step of the analysis in each,case.

perhap.s it,cauld be.:sai,d'ehat each of tbe instruments would

variab/es that f)re,ditted.Sign4ficlant
41.

groups

be sufficient for demonstratingAignificant differences in the three

groups of subjects when

variate approach.

'Predictg.raui;Membe'rships with Different DiscriminanLModels

DisCtiminant analysis progTams, however" offer another Set of

its subscales were cont*Idered in a

statistics whiCh may allow 'more careful analysis of which of the
.

foregoing discriminant equations are most effective for dilferentiating
..-z)

among group , A disdriminant analysis prograM (BMDO5M) for several
4.

4

Fo

groups presented,,.h xon (1973) develops adiscriminant equation

each group which inclii4eS.all variables as predidtors of group''':,--

membershipAs assi6ed on a priority baSiJ

*In the study are compared with those of

group and with those af individuals in the other respective groups

to determide the vrobabilitj7 for"membership.in eaCh Of the three

Means for, each individual 1

ividuals in his assigned

8 0

CI f^ 1%). Z''.



groups. The group fdr,which the greatsb:probability existed for

+AS messured!Rts on_the_predictor variables to coincide in Measurement
4, .

he ;individual's predicted groul Then,_ each subjectls.--
- '

.

. ,

'prediC 111.4 membership is tabulated against hi. A priori
,

.

established group membership to check for,sgreemtato
-Y

'Three separate discriminant analyses utilizing the /ilp05M program_
' t

were next calculated to see whiCho!. t.heYthrse.Models was most.
T,1 -

effective in placing more4Objef0 into their grO60edlolaseifiCStions
t.

. .

which had been establish oh the,basis of so4oeconomic background--

and educational needs tS.

TotAi Modef4f'earee:- des,,Work Values and Attitudes Toward

Self and School

When the comput the.discriminant Scores foiesch

individual in mult ensional spaCe in relationship to the toil

set of 20 affective measures, it was diScovered that 81.65%..of ihe

subjects were correctly assigner' to thein..previously established

groups. 'As indiCated in;Tahle: 22, seventy of the 92 Aisadvantaied

nonvocational students (76.09%) were found tO bemore like the..

members of their own group _on this set.of discriminant vAriableS.

cotiOosed of career attitudes, work 1.*alues.and'attitudeS tgward self_

ana school: More of the digSdvantSied students who stUdied in the'

successful vocations' rogrs pver 84) were properlyclassified.

A similar.percenfege Or nondisadvantaged y IktiOnal students 04:50)1

Was found tobemore like the'members of their'own.group'than like
,

. .

,those of the two disadvantaged groups.
. .

I

0


